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Abstract of the Dissertation

Parallel and High-Speed Data Compression

Lynn Marie StaufFer

Doctor of Philosophy in Information and Computer Science

University of California, Irvine, 1994

Professor Daniel S. Hirschberg, Chair

We address parallel and high-speed lossless data compression. Data com

pression attempts to reduce the size of an input file by removing redundancy.

We consider the class of dictionary or substitutionaJ compression methods which

remove redundancy by replacing substrings of the input by references to strings

stored in a dictionary. We describe parallel designs for implementing dictionary

compression methods on the systolic array and Xnet architectures. These designs

are optimal in the sense that they require linear time. On the Parallel Random

Access Machine (PRAM) model we give sublinear time algorithms for dictionary

compression using optimal, greedy, and longest fragment first (LFF) parsing strate

gies. Dictionary compression methods output a sequence of fixed-length references.

Compression can be improved by replacing the fixed-length references by variable-

length codes. We present a collection of fixed-to-variable-length coding schemes

which can be implemented to work at very high speeds while still yielding com

pression that is close to Huffman coding.



Introduction

The increasing availability of massively parallel computing axchitectures and

the large volumes of scientific data being produced motivate the study of paral

lel and high-speed data compression. Parallel computing, the process of solving

problems on parallel computers, heis risen out of the need for higher performance

systems. Applications, such as weather prediction, nuclear reactor monitoring,

DNA sequencingand artificial intelligence, demand extremely high speed solutions.

Data compressionhas become an essential component of data storage and commu

nication in these high-speed applications. The speed of the communication channel

also impacts the performanceof distributed computing systems. Compacting mes

sages before transmission increases the effective data rate of the communication

link. With the significant rise in the volume of electronic mail transmissions,

data compression represents a means of improving electronic mail systems. Other

services, such as data processing, which manipulate large volumes of data that

must be retrieved from and stored in extemzd storage devices, also benefit from

widespread incorporation of data compression schemes. By compressing the data

before it is stored and later expanding the stored form, the effective capacity of the

storage medium is increased. Data compression provides additional benefits such

as increased secturity, improved efficiency in search operations on compressed files,

and reduction in backup and recovery costs in computer systems.

A common benchmeirk in software text compression systems is the UNDC^

compress utility. Compress is based on a variation of Ziv-Lempel compression

[ZL78] due to Welch [W84]. The UNIX compress utility provides compression

savings of up to 75% at a relatively high input data rate of 30 Kbytes per second

^ UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.



on a 1 MIPS machine [TW89]. Higher compression savings achieved by high-order

Markov models and improved versions of compress operate at limited data rates

of approximately 10 Kbytes per second on a 1 MIPS machine. Several parallel

architectures and algorithms for text compression achieve much higher data rates

of 20 Mbytes, 40 Mbytes and 120 Mbytes per second. Our research deals with the

essential role of speed and performing compression rapidly in many compression

applications.

Background concepts in text compression and parallel computation are pro

vided in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, we describe algorithms, architectures, and

implementations for parallel and high-speed compression which are related to

our research. Systolic aurchitectures for peirallel list compression are the focus of

Chapter 3. These parallel systems compress at speed of 40 Mbytes per second

subject to the constraints of a tail-end fixed-to-variable coding unit. Chapter 4 £wi-

dresses the fixed-to-variable coding component by investigating various high-speed

coding schemes. In Chapter 5, we consider the parallel random access machine

(PRAM) model. The PRAM model is not restricted by linear time requirements

for input and output and we give sublinear time algorithms for a collection of

compression methods. In Chapter 6, we summarize our contribution and discuss

topics for future reseeirch.



CHAPTER 1

Data Compression and Parallel System Fundamentals

This chapter introduces parallel processing and text compression. The terms

and assumptions necessary for a careful evaluation and comparison of parallel text

compression methods are presented.

We consider lossless compression techniques which operate under the con

straint that the decompressed data must be identical to the origincJ data stream.

It is further assumed that the communication channels and storage devices are

noiseless. That is, it is assumed that no data inaccuracies eire introduced during

data transmission. Many techniques are available for error detection and correc

tion but sure not included in this chapter [RS93]. We refer the reader to [LH87],

[S88a], [BCW90], and [W91] for a thorough coverageof sequential compression and

to [SH93] for a survey of parallel text compression. Further insight into parallel

computation is provided by [Q94], [GR88], and [L92].

1. Categorization of Compression Methods

The process of converting a text, such cis a file on disk, a string in memory,

or a streeun of characters, into a compact representation is called encoding or com

pression. Decoding or decompression restores the original text from its compressed

representation. There axe a number of ways of classifying compression methods.

This section describes the classifications that are relevant to parallel text compres-

Bell, Cleeiry and Witten draw a distinction between statisticzJ and dictionary

based compression [BCW90]. Methods where chareicters and phrases are com

pressed based on their probability or frequency axe labeled statistical methods.



Other techniques function by replacing large blocks of input with references to

earlier occurrences of identical data. These dictionary methods, also called textual

substitution and Ziv-Lempel compression, achieve compression by replacing phrases

with references into some dictionary ofphrases [ZL77, ZL78]. It is known that any

practical dictionary compression system can be simulated by a statisticad method to

yield comparable compression [BCW90]. However, dictionary compression remains

competitive because of its speed and simplicity [FG89].

Another classification splits compression into two separate parts: modeling

and coding [BCW90]. Modeling defines the set ofelements that may be considered

and estimates the relative weighting or probability ofeach element. Coding uses

these elements and probability estimates to produce the compressed output. Given

the distinction above, statistical modeling, statistical coding, and modeling and

coding for dictionary compression are further described below.

Compression schemes can also be categorized as operating off-line, on-line,

or in real-time. An off-line scheme can manipulate and preprocess the entire

input string prior to coding. In on-line schemes, neither the sender nor receiver

can view all of the data at once; that is, data is constantly flowing through the

encoder, being transmitted, and pushed through the decoder. On-line algorithms

are further distinguished as real-time methods if, for some constant k, exactly

one new character is read into the encoder and one character is written by the

decoder every k units of time [SR90]. On-line algorithms are forced to construct the

coding dictionziry "on the fly". The scheme is designed to "leaxn" an approximate

distribution of the data and to adapt to fluctuations in the source.

1.1.Modeling

Models can be static, semi-adaptive, or adaptive. Static modeling uses the

same model for all texts. Semi-adaptive modeling employs a different model for

each input file. The semi-adaptive model can be constructed duringa preprocessing



pass over the input and is transmitted to the decoder. Adaptive (or dynamic)

modeling does not transmit a model explicitly. Rather, the adaptive model evolves

and adapts to changes in the input as data is being encoded. After initializing

the model, the encoder compresses one or more input characters based on the

current model and subsequently updates the model. The decoder receives the

input, decodes it and updates the model in the same way.

A statistical model provides the probability that a symbol or a string of

symbols will occur. Context models, finite state models, grammar models, and

recency models are the focus of current research in statistical modeling [BCW90,

W91]. In dictionary compression, the dictionary model contains the set of defined

strings. Typically, there is no estimation of relative probabilities.

Dictionary compression techniques Eire distinguished by their use Euid mEiin-

tenance of the dictionary. The dictionary can be static, semi-adaptive, or adaptive.

A static dictionEiry is created before encoding or decoding begins and must remain

fixed. Semi-adaptive dictionary compression uses a different dictionEiry for each

text encoded. Better compression is achieved by adaptive (also called dynEimic)

dictionaries that eiUow changes to the dictionary during compression. A special

category of adaptive dictionary methods, which we call list compression, maintains

the dictionary eis a self-organizing list. List compression on systolic architectures

is covered in Chapter 3.

Adaptive dictionaries are further distinguished by whether there are restric

tions on which substrings can be referenced and on how far back an index can

point. Variations of these restrictions yield different compression methods (see

[BCW90]). Popular methods are bsised on the works of Ziv smd Lempel [ZL77,

ZL78]. Their first approach limits the pointers to a fixed-size window preceding

the cinrent position in the input and places a maximum length on dictionary entries

[ZL77]. The dictionary is implicitly represented by a fixed-sized window that slides



continuously over the input. Pointers are {position, length) pairs that indicate a

substring of the window. This approach is referred to variously LZ77, LZl, and

sliding-window compression.

Ziv and Lempel's second approach (often called LZ78 or LZ2 compression)

parses the input into phrases and stores the dictionary explicitly. The dictionary

is initially empty and new entries are derived from the longest matching dictionary

entry concatenated with a character from the input. That is, for input message

w = wiW2 •••Wn and longest matching prefix p of length /, the entry ptfj+i is

added to the dictionary. The input is encoded as a dictionary index plus the extra

input character (ZL78]. The UNIX compress utility implements a variation of LZ78

due to Welch (referred to as LZW) and initializes the dictionary with the input

character set [W84]. Since pointers are not restricted to a fixed-sized window, the

dictionary (and consequently the size of pointers) can continue to grow without

bound. However, in practice, finite memories msindate policies for dealing with a

full dictionary.

There zire a number of other dictionary methods that do not have roots in the

Lempel and Ziv work. These approaches include methods that use pimctuation to

define words or consider only words of fixed length. These have not been considered

in the parallel setting. Consequently, they are not described here amd the reader

is referred to [LH87], [S88a], [BCW90], and [W91].

1.2. Coding

A statistical coder assigns a code to each string based on the probabilities

given by the model. For a static or semi-adaptive model, Huffman coding, Shannon-

Fano coding and arithmetic coding attempt to assign short codes to frequently

occurring input strings [F49, H52, FW78]. Dynamic Huffman coding and arith

metic coding axe examples of statistical coders that work in conjunction with em

adaptive model [K82, V87, RL79, L84, WNC87].



Codeword-bcised statisticzJ coders replace input strings by codewords to

obtain a more compaet representation of the input. Huifmaxi coding and Shannon-

Fano coding are codeword-based. However, in some compression schemes, such as

arithmetic coding, it is not possible to identify the particular input character that

caused a particular bit of the encoded file. For codeword-based coders, let S be the

source alphabet. A source message is a sequence of characters over the alphabet S.

The source message is partitioned into source words. Let 13 be the code alphabet.

A code C is a finite nonempty set of finite sequences over code alphabet fS. Each

such sequence in C is a codeword. A message over C is a string resulting from the

concatenation of codewords from C. A code C is distinct if the Jissignment of source

words (strings over the source edphabet) to codewords is one-to-one. A code C is a

prefix code if no codeword in C is a prefix of another codeword.

There are a number of measures used to determine the "goodness" of a

particular code. Of interest in this work is the notion of an optimal or minimum-

redundancy code. In the parallel computation community, the term "optimal" is

used to describe efficient parallel algorithms. Therefore, in this work, "optimal"

is reserved for describing parallel algorithms and "minimum-redundancy" is used

for coding. A minimum-redundancy code has minimum average codeword length

for a given discrete probability distribution of the source [LH87]. This definition is

based on the concept of entropy. Entropy is a measure of the information content

of a message. For an unpredictable source, entropy (information content) is high;

for £m orderly source, entropy is low. Formally, for source words ai,... ,an with

probabilities of occurrence {pi,... ,Pn} and distinct code C = {ci,C2,... ,Cn}, the

expression Ylk=i ~Pk^SPk denotes the entropy and Pk^^^i^k) is the average

codeword length, where len{ci^) is the length of codeword cjt and Ig denotes the

base 2 logarithm. Theoretically, the minimum length of a compressed message

should equal its entropy multipied by the length of the source message. That is.



since the length of a coded message must be sufficient to carry the information

of the corresponding source message, entropy imposes a lower bound on codeword

length [LH87]. A minimum-redundancy code minimizes the difference between the

average codeword length and the entropy of the source.

Huffman coding generates a minimum-redundancy prefix code. The code is

equivalent to a full binaxy tree with the source symbol probabilities associated with

the leaves and codewords correspond to paths from the root to leaves where each

edge is labeled 0 or 1. A binary tree is full if every internal (non-leaf) node heis

exax:tly two children. To construct this code tree sequentially, Huffman's algorithm

proceeds as follows [H52]. Initially, each probability is assigned to a tree of height 0

(i.e., a single node). Iteratively, the pair of trees corresponding to the two smelliest

probabilities axe combined into a single tree with an associated probability equal

to the sum of the probabilities of the two origineil trees. Huffmeui's algorithm

runs in 0(n log n) time, where n is the size of the source edphabet. If the symbol

probabilities axe presorted, Huffman's method requires only linear time. Because

Huffman codes require that source elements be represented by an integral number of

bits, Huffmcin coding generates a minimum-redimdancy code if all source symbols

probabilities Eire exact powers of 1/2. Otherwise, Huffman coding can allocate up

to one bit per symbol more the number of bits indicated by the entropy.

Instead of constructing a mapping from input strings to codewords, arithmetic

coding represents the input string by a subinterval of the intervEil between 0 and 1

on the real line [RL79, L84, WNC87]. The method uses the probabilities of the

source to successively narrow the interval used to represent the input. Ultimately,

the interval is neirrowed sufficiently so that the interval, or any number in it,

represents only the source string being compressed. Arithmetic coding dispenses

with the restriction that every character in the source message must be represented

by an integreil numberofbits. Because of this property, arithmetic coding is capable



of achieving compression results that axe arbitrcirily close to the entropy of the

source.

In dictionary compression, the coding step maps the index of the dictionary

entry matching the prefix of the source message to some shorter representation.

Indices can be coded using a fixed-to-variable-length representation of the integers,

including Elias codes, Fibonacci codes, and staxt-step-stop codes [BCW90]. It is

also possible to use a statistical fixed-to-variable coder to assign shorter encodings

to frequently occurring indices. This cascading of a dictionary compression meth

ods into a statistical coder is discussed in later chapters and Chapter 4 deals with

high-speed fixed-to-variable coding.

2. Models of Parallel Computation

This section introduces some of the concepts, formal models, and performance

measures from the axea of parallel computation. There axe a variety of abstract

models of parallel machines that correspond to different system designs. Closest

to the physical hardweu-e axe VLSI models that focus on technological limits.

Other models, slightly removed from the actueJ implementation, emphasize the

importance of processor interconnection organization. Another class of machines

is defined by Flynn's Taxonomy that categorizes an axchitecture by the presence

or absence of multiplicity in the instruction and input streams [F66]. Furthest

from physical system design is a general-purpose theoretical model, the parallel

random access machine (PRAM). The PRAM model assumes that each processor

has random access in unit time to any cell of a global memory. The following

discussion on peirallel models includes only those models that axe bases for the

compression methods presented in later chapters.



Flynn's cljissification distinguishes parallel architectures based on the con

cepts of instruction stream and data stream. An instruction stream is a se

quence of instructions executed by a processor and a data stream is the se

quence of input data. Single-Instruction, Single-Data (SISD) computers are essen

tially enhanced sequential computers capable of pipelining the instruction stream.

Multiple-Instruction, Multiple-Data (MIMD) computers include multiprocessing

systems that have independent processors operating on non-overlapping sequences

of input. Multiple-Instruction, Single-Data (MISD) computers encompass systems

of several processors, each executing a different instruction on identiceil input. The

Single-Instruction, Multiple-Data (SIMD) model consists of a number of uniform

processors, an interconnection network, and an associative memory. The synchro

nized processing elements of an SIMD computer simultaneously perform the same

operation on different data. These machines cein differ in terms of number of

processors zuid method of interprocessor communication.

The principed model of computation considered in the theoretical study of

parallel computation is the parallel random access machine (PRAM) which is in

the SIMD classification [FW78, G78]. The PRAM is a SIMD model consisting

of a number of identicjJ genered-purpose sequential processors that communicate

through a large shared, random access memory. It is further assumed that each

processor may access any cell in the common memory in constant time. In the

PRAM model, each processor is assigned an index and all processors execute

the same instruction sequence. Instructions ?ire specified for particular processor

indices and axe executed by the corresponding processors. The PRAM is not

a physically realizable model since it is impossible to provide a constant length

communication link amongst an arbitrEirily large number of processors. Algorithms

exist for simulating the PRAM with more realistic models [L92, pp 697-710].



Variemts of the PRAM differ in their handlirig of simultaneous reading and

writing of the global memory. The weakest of these variants, the Exclusive-Read,

Exclusive-Write (EREW) PRAM, prohibits concurrent reads and writes. The

Concurrent-Read, Exclusive-Write model permits multiple processors to access a

common memory location but forbids simultaneous writes. The least restrictive

model, the Concurrent-Read, Concurrent-Write (CRCW) PRAM, edlows processors

to read and write the shaxed memory simultaneously. CRCW PRAM models are

further distinguished by their methods of handling write conflicts. The Common

CRCW permits concurrent writes only when all processors are attempting to

write the same value to the seime block; the Arbitreury CRCW allows an arbitrary

processor to succeed in a concurrent write; the Priority CRCW assumes processors

Me assigned unique ordered priorities and, when several processors attempt to

write to a single location, the processor with the highest priority carries out its

write instruction.

Although the PRAM provides a useful framework for studying parallel com

putation, other SIMD models that view a parallel computer as a set of processors

interconnected in a fixed pattern more closely resemble ew:tual hardware. These

models assume that each processor has its own local memory zind that data passes

between elements via a communication network. In the mesh-connected SIMD

model, processors are arranged in a lattice with connections between neighboring

processors. Systolic arrays are linearly connected SIMD computers consisting of

synchronized rudimentMy processing elements. A tree-connected network restricts

data movement to links between a processor and its parent (or children). In a tree-

connected systemwith n processors, data communication takes at most log2irithmic

time. More detailed descriptions of these parallel models and how they are used

to perform compression are given in Chapters 2 and 3.



Measure

c/o
1 - (c/o)
100(c/o)
100(1 - c/o)
8(c/o)
o/(8c)
o/c

Name

Proportion remaining
Proportion removed
Percentage remaining
Percentage removed
Bits per instance
Instances per bit
Compression gain

Table 1

Alternative compression measures [W91]

3. Evaluation of Compression Methods

Several measures are used to evaluate and compare compression methods.

Some mecisures attempt to describe the space reduction attained by compression.

The common term compression ratio is not clesirly defined and we have chosen not

to use it. Table 1 lists possible measures where o is the size of the original data

and c is the size of the compressed data [W91]. In this work, compression savings

is expressed eis percentage removed.

In the study of parallel complexity, problems are classified according to their

use of time and processor resources. The class AfC is the collection of problems

that are solvable by deterministic pareillel algorithms that operate in time bounded

by a power of the logEirithm of the size of the input using a polynomially-bounded

number of processors [GR88]. Many problems in V, the collection of problems with

polynomial-time sequentiEd algorithms, CEin be solved in parallel in polylogarithmic

time. There are some problems in V which do not seem to be readily parallelizable.

A problem L €^Vis P-Complete if every other problem in V cEin be transformed to

L in polylogarithmic parsillel time using a polynomial niunber of processors on the

PRAM [GR88]. P-Complete problems seem to defy fast polylogarithmic solutions.

If Ein A/C algorithm for any T'-Complete problem could be found then all problems



in V wotild have similar j\fC solutions. Although it has not been proven, it is

strongly believed that V / A/'C [GR88].

Work is another measure used to evaluate paxallel algorithm performance.

The work done by a parallel algorithm is defined as the product of the time and

processor requirements. If Seq(T') is the time complexity of the fastest known

sequential algorithm for a problem V then a paxallel Jilgorithm is optimal if it

talces^ 0(Seq(7')/P) time using 0(P) processors. Therefore, the work performed

by an optimal algorithm is proportional to the time required by the fastest known

sequentieil algorithm.

' 0-notation represents an upper bound on the asymptotic behavior of a function. See [L92] for a
more precise definition.



CHAPTER 2

Related Work

This chapter describes existing schemes, including algorithms, architectures,

system designs 2md implementations, related to our research. Previous work in the

arecis of our contributions is presented in more detail later. That is, list compression

on the systolic array, high-speed fixed-to-variable coding, and dictioneuy compres

sion on the PRAM, are covered in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This chapter

describes related research in lossless parallel compression and thereby establishes

the field for the reader.

Parallelism can be introduced in a number of different ways. A straightfor

ward application of parallelism in text compression partitions the input into blocks

and assigns a block to each processor. In parallel, each processor compresses its

block and writes its compressed output in its appropriate position in the output

stream (i.e., the order of the input blocks must be maintained in the compressed

output). Since the sizes of the compressed blocks may differ, additional computa

tion is required to determine where in the output stream a processor must write its

output. The decoder requires similar information to correctly partition the encoded

file into blocks for zissignment to different decoding processors. A recmrsive par?illel

algorithm with an exponential number of processors for performing a variation of

LZ78 yields logarithmic performance by breaking the input into blocks and com

pressing blocks in parallel. The input is iteratively split in half and each half is

compressed using a dictionary constructed during a sequential compression pass

over em initial portion of eeich block [W92]. It is also possible to elicit fine-grain

petredlelism &om the low-level softwzire implementations of various algorithms. A



similaj: division of the input into multiple streams that are compressed using inde

pendent processors running simultaneously is empirically examined in [BAS94].

Another use of paxallelism divides the input into blocks and begins by as

signing a processor to each input character in the first block. That block is then

compressed by the processors operating in parallel and using an initial model (for

later blocks, a model is developed from earlier blocks). The model is updated

before moving to the next block. Again, an additional computation is required to

determine where to write the output ?ind additional information is required by the

decoder to assign compressed pieces to processors.

Paredlel compression systems based on concurrent manipulation of source data

are described in Sections 1 and 2. Section 1 examines parallel approaches to sta

tistical compression and Section 2 considers dictionary compression on the systolic

array. Aggregate compression systems incorporating collections of compression

methods to improve compression are discussed in Section 3.

1. Parallel Statistical Compression

Statistical compression is composed of two tasks: modeling and coding. The

model estimates probabilities of input symbols and the coder uses the probabilities

to code the input into a compressed form. Section 1.1 describes peirallel construc

tion of codewords baised on a static model of the input. Dyneimic programming

and matrix miiltiplication on the PRAM are the imderlying mechanisms for these

approaches. Section 1.2 considers parallel encoding of input characters by code

words.

1.1. Static Code Construction

A statistical codeword-based coder assigns codes based on probabilities of

individual symbols. Static Huffman compression calculates character probabilities

during a preprocessing pass over the source data. This information is used to



assign codewords so that short codes correspond to high-probability symbols and

longer codes are given to low-probability characters. The second pass compresses

the source data by replacing input characters by their codewords.

The first parallel Huffman code construction algorithm solved the problem

indirectly by a uniform reduction to a min-plus circuit value problem of poly

nomial size and linear degree [T87]. The min-plus circuit value problem can be

solved in O(log^ n) time with a polynomial number of processors on the CRCW

PRAM [MRK85]. This reduction coupled with algorithms for constructing the

corresponding Huffman tree yielded the first MC algorithm for the creation of

minimum-redundancy prefix codes. Using Teng's proof that, for smy nondecreas-

ing sequence of probabilities {pi,P2, ••• ,Pn), there is a left-justified Huffman tree

representing a minimum-redundancy prefix code for (pi,P2j ••• ?Pn)> Huffman codes

can be constructed for a given list of probabilities in O(log n) time using (n^/ logn)

processors [T87].

These bounds can be improved by formulating the Huffman coding problem in

terms of multiplications of concave matrices. A recursive algorithm for multiplying

concave matrices over the closed semi-ring (min, -h) rims in O(log n log log n) time

using n^/ logn processors on the CREW and O((log log n)^) time and /(log log n)

processors on the CRCW [AKLMT89]. By reducing the Huffman coding problem to

a minimum-weighted path problem for a directed graph and using concave matrix

multiplication, the Huffman code construction problem can be solved in 0(log^ n)

time using n^/logrt processors [AKLMT89].

A reduction of the Huffman tree problem to the Concave Least Weight

Subsequence problem results in a new linear time sequential algorithm for a sorted

sequence of probabilities and a more efficient parallel algorithm for the generjil case

[LP91]. Given a concave triangular matrix of weights j)|0 < »< j < n}, the

Concave Least Weight Subsequence problem is to find a subsequence 0 = /9o <



f3i < •• • < I3m = n which minimizes the sum w{/3k^i, /3k). This subsequence

can be found in sublineeir time. Reducing the HufFmam tree problem to the Concave

Least Weight Subsequence problem results in em 0(y/n logn)-time and n-processor

parallel algorithm. Although the solution is not in ^^C, it performs less total work

than any other subhnear time parallel Huffman algorithm.

Generation of neax-minimum-redundancy codes can be done optimally in

parallel. Shannon-Fano coding is em exsimple of a statistical coding scheme which

produces a near-minimum-redundancy prefix code such that the average codeword

length exceeds the minimum length by at most 1 bit. An optimed O(logn) time,

n/logn processor EREW PRAM algorithm for near-minimum-redundancy code

construction is derived from a reduction to the problem of constructing a tree given

a monotonic sequence of leaf levels [AKLMT89]. InitiaJly, the input probabilities

(pi,P2,... ,pn) axe sorted and a sequence of lengths is calculated

such that log(l/p,) < h < log(l/p,) -I- 1. Next, tree T is constructed optimally

by invoking the algorithm for monotonic leaf level sequences. Tree T is then

compressed using peu-allel tree contraction resulting in a minimum-redundancy

prefix codeword tree T'. Atallah et al. cleiim that T* is the Sheinnon-Fano tree

[AKLMT89].

Approximate solutions to the minimum-redimdancy coding problem axeinves

tigated by Kirkpatrick and Przytycka [KP90]. They give an C)(lognlog* n)-time,

n-processor CREW algorithm for finding an approximate solution to the problem.

A variation of the Huffman tree problem is the alphabetic version which, given

a sequence of probabilities (pi, P2j •••»Pn)» finds a binary tree ofminimum weighted

path length, with weight p, assigned to the leaf. An MC algorithm isgiven for an

approximate solution to the alphabetic Huffman coding problem using a parEiUel

implementation of the Package Merge technique [LP91]. A second variation of

Huffman coding is the length-limited Huffman coding problem which creates a



code from a sequence of probabilities restricted to some maximum code length

[LH90]. Parallel construction of length-limited alphabetic codes is considered in

[LP93].

1.2. Static Coding

Once the codes are constructed, a static coder compresses the input by

mapping input characters to codewords. A very fast implementation uses a table

to store the codes and the mapping is performed by table lookup. On the Priority

GROW PRAM, Huffman compression with precomputed static codes can be done

by computing the location of codes in the compressed file by the each encoding

processor in parjillel prior to writing output and by the decoding processors before

reading input. Thus, the main issue in parallel compression lies in accommodating

thedifferent codeword lengths when writing to theoutput stream and when reading

from the compressed input stream [HV92a].

One simple approach assigns an input character to each processor. Each

processor computes the length of the codewordcorresponding to its input character

and, before writing output, performs a calculation to determine the location of its

code bits in the output file. (This calculation is called a prefix sum operation and

can be performed optimally in peirallel [GR88].) When all processors eire finished

writing, each is assigned a new input character and processing continues. This

approach, however, does not lend itself to parallel decoding since the decoding

processors cannot peirse the codewords from the encoded file in pareillel.

A second approach supports parallel decoding by interleaving the output bits.

Encoding processors operate as in the first approach but instead of writing output

codewords contiguously in the output stream, each processor writes a single bit of

its output at each step. Since encoding processors finish writing their output at

different steps, each active processor must compute (using a prefix sum operation)

its write location before outputting each bit. After completing its output, a



processor remsiins inactive until edl processors are finished. Decoding can be done

in parallel since each processor can determine when its input codeword is complete

cind the same computation as used during encoding determines the location of

the next bits for active processors. The drawback of this approach is the relatively

time-consuming computations to determine bit locations in the compressed stream.

A third approach allows each processor to begin compressing a new input even

though other processors may not have completed writing their output. Processing

proceeds in phases eind at the beginning of each phase the remaining input charac

ters are reallocated among the processors. At the staxt of the first phase, all inputs

eire allocated equadly among the processors. During each phase, encoding proceeds

as in the second approach. That is, each processor maps its first allocated input to

its codeword and outputs a bit (interleaved with output bits of other processors)

at each step. After completing its output, a processor does not become inactive

but begins processing its next assigned input. When a processor finishes all of its

inputs it signals the other processors by writing to a common register and the phase

ends. The output process is interrupted for partially completed processors. The

next phase begins by reallocating the remziining untouched inputs simongall of the

processors and compression resumes for the interrupted processors and stairts up

for the temporarily inactive processors. During the final pheise, no inputs remain

for reallocation so processors become inactive as in the second approach and active

processors must compute (again using a prefix sxun operation) their appropriate

output locations.

Decoding ofprefix-coded messages and uniquely-decipherable-coded messages

can be done in O(logn) time using 0(n/log n) processors [TW87]. The optimal

algorithm for the EREW PRAM isbased ona reduction ofthe decompression prob

lem to the problems of parallel finite-state automata simulation and the evaluation

of prefix sums. An optimal parallel simulation algorithm for fimte-state automata



using dynaxnic expression evaluation and pajallel tree contraction techniques com-
• "• • ft

pletes the solution.

High-speed decoding of monotonic HufFmzm codes is discussed in [WM94].

A monotonic code scheme assigns codes such that codes of the same codeword

length axe numerically sequential. Using the numerical properties of these codes,

a circuit implementation for parallel decoding of monotonic Huffman codes, for a

single table of 256 codewords with lengths less than 16 bits, is estimated to run on

a 40 MHz clock with one codeword being decoded during each clock cycle.

Huffman coding is restricted to represent each input character with an integral

number of bits. This restriction forces Huffman coding to perform suboptimally for

mamy probability distributions. Arithmetic coding, a non-codeword-based method,

does not have this restriction Jind can represent an input char£w:ter with less than 1

bit. Theoretically, arithmetic coding achieves minimum-redundancy compression.

In practice, arithmetic coding is excessively slow and therefore approximations

are of interest. Quasi-arithmetic coding approximates the intermediate intervals

computed by an arithmetic coder using a finite number of states [HV92a, HV92b].

Look-up tables representing state transitions axe precomputed resulting in a prac

tical approximation. The reallocation approach for parallel Huffman coding can

be used to perform quasi-arithmetic coding in paxeillel.

2. Dictionary Compression on the Systolic Array

Dictionary compression removes data redundancy by replacing repeated in

put substrings by references (also called indices or pointers) to earlier copies of the

identical substring [RPE81, SS82, ZL77, ZL78]. A dictionary of characters, words

or phrzises that are expected to occur frequently is mEiintained emd a recurringsub

string is encoded by the index of its corresponding dictionary entry. Compression

is achieved by choosing indices so that on average they require less space than the



phrase they encode. This section considers dictionary compression on the systolic

array.

The encoder eind decoder work in lockstep. The encoder repeatedly detects

matches between the input and the dictionary, deletes the matched characters from

the input, transmits the index of the dictionary entry, Jind updates the dictionjiry.

The decoder repeatedly receives an index, outputs the corresponding dictionary

entry, and updates the dictionary using the seime update algorithm as the encoder.

Once the dictionary has been selected, the input stream must be parsed to

determine which substrings are to be replaced by dictionary indices or references.

A position in the input stream is a breakpoint if a substring starting at that position

is to be replaced by a dictionary reference. A parsing of the input determines the

set of breakpoint positions and the corresponding sequence of substrings that will

be represented by references.

An optimal parsing of the input is a parsing whose resulting sequence of

dictioneiry references has the most succinct representation. If it is assumed that

dictionary references are of fixed-length then an optimzJ parsing is one with the

fewest number of references. For variable-length references, an optimal peirsing is

not necessjirily one with the fewest number of references. A more straightforward

approach is greedy peirsing where iteratively the encoder finds the longest dictionary

phrase that matches a prefix of the uncoded portion of the input stream and the

index of that dictioneiry entry is used to encode the input prefix. The longest

fragment first, or LFF, algorithm parses the input by repeatedly locating the

longest substring of the uncoded portion of the input which matches a dictionary

entry and replacing it with the corresponding dictioneiry reference. This process

continues until the input is completely replaced by references.

In the parzillel setting, the longest match step of a greedy parsing strategy cm

be executed concurrently by a collection of processors [BCW90]. For a dictionary



of size iV, 2iV —1 processors configured as a binary tree can find the longest

match and then encode each input character in an average time of O(log N). Each

leaf processor is assigned to perform compcirisons for a different dictionary entry.

The remaining .Y —1 processing elements coordinate the results via signals that

propagate up and down the tree in O(log N) time.

In the parallel VLSI environment, static, semi-adaptive, and adaptive dic

tionary schemes have been considered using a systolic array. A systolic array is

composed of a collection of linearly connected processing elements where each pro

cessing element contains local units for program control and storage. It is usually

assumed that the local program control is simple (i.e., consists of a few operations)

and the local storage is small (i.e., a few words). Time is partitioned into steps

by a global clock so that the entire array operates synchronously. At each step,

each processing element (PE) receives input from its neighbors, inspects its local

storage, performs the computation indicated by its local control, generates output

and completes the step by updating its locail storage.

One advantage of a systolic implementation is that a larger array can be fab

ricated by placing a sequence of PEs on a single chip, md then joining a series of

chips on a board. Another benefit is that the length of interprocessor connections is

constant and independent of the size of the array. On-line parallel static dictionary

compression on the systolic array is considered in Section 2.1. Systolic architectures

for sliding-window compression are described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 considers

the policies used by systolic architectures for handling adaptive dictionary main

tenance.

2.1. Static Dictionary Compression

Static dictionary compression on a systolic array detects matches between the

input and the dictionary entriesstored in processing elements and encodes an input

by the corresponding PE's identification number [GS85, S88a]. For a dictionary of
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Systolic array for static dictionary compression

size JV, the systolic ztrray consists of N PEs. Input is assumed to enter the array

from the right (PE 1) and exit on the left (PE N). PE i stores static dictionciry

entry, entryi, of length at most /. Relatively small values of / (/ < 6) are required to

limit hardware costs. Strings of length exceeding I cam be represented by allowing

dictionairy entries to contain pointers to other dictionary entries. The dictionairy

is constructed prior to compression and is loaded or haurdwired into the processors.

Figure 1 depicts the systolic array.

A greedy parsing strategy is used and a search of the entire dictionary for

the longest match is avoided by enforcing three conditions: dictionary entries

must be organized in order of shortest to longest strings, encoding must proceed

from left to right and suffixes of dictionary elements cannot be prefixes of other

dictionary entries [GS85]. Performance of the greedy approach is imknown when

these assumptions faiil to hold.

At the start of the encoding clock cycle, PE i receives pair (tp, p) from PE

i + 1. IP is the input string to be encoded and p is the index of w (0 if not yet

encoded). PE i compares entryi to w and if a match is found, w is encoded as i

(p is set to i). At the end of the cycle, PE i sends (ip, p) to PE i —1.

Decoding is similar to encoding. The compressed string is expanded by

replacing each pointer by the corresponding dictionary entry. More precisely, PE

i receives pair (tp, p) amd if p = i then w is set to entryi.



A difficulty in this design concerns buffer overflow errors that occur when

data moves too quickly through parts of the axray. A locking scheme prevents

local buffer overflow. No additioned characters are read until space is available in

the buffer. Unfortunately, locking signals can propagate up the array, eventually

locking the entrance processor. A straightforward solution is to restrict the data

rate into the decoding circuit to a speed commensurate with that of the systolic

axray [GS85, S88a].

Static dictionary compression requires no additional overhearl for maintaining

the dictionary but suffers from the performance limitations of a non-adaptive

technique. The key observation about this systolic array architecture is that a

new character can enter the array on every clock cycle. Moreover, since each step

consists of little more than a parallel comparison, a relatively short clock cycle is

suflicient eind each PE requires only simple hardware. Assuming an 8-bit cheiracter,

the communication channel is 8/ -f Ig iV bits wide to accommodate (u;, p).

Another form of static dictionary compression, N-gram compression, has

been considered in a parallel setting. N-gram compression maintains a dictionary

of common phrases each of length exactly N. Parallel hardware implementations

for N-gram compression which store the dictionary in am associative memory and

manipulate the dictionary in parallel on an associative parallel processor have been

described [L78].

2.2. Sliding-Window Compression

This section considers systolic array architectures for sliding-window (LZ77

or LZl) dictionary compression. Recall, sliding-window compression replaces re

peated phrases by pointers to positions within a fixed-sized window of the input

immediately preceding the current compression position. The window implicitly

represents the dictionary. Pointers consist of (position, length) pairs denoting the

longest match between the incoming input zind the previous fixed-sized window of
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charjicters. The three systolic architectures described in this section differ in the

manner pointer pairs zire computed.

2.2.1. The Match Tree Architecture

For a fixed-sized window of N characters, the first systolic architecture, called

the Match Tree architecture, employs AN —1 processors. The first 2N processors

are configured as a systolic array and the remaining 2N —1 processors are arranged

as a binary tree (the match tree) attached to the systolic array [GS85, S88a, S92].

Input enters at the right end of the systolic array (PE 2iV), travels along the systolic

array, emd exits on the left (PE 1). The previous 2N cheiracters processed are stored

in the systolic array, one character per processing element. The character stored in

PE i is referred to as entryi. The match tree is used to determine match position

and length information. Figure 2 depicts the Match Tree architecture for N = S.

Compression is carried out in phases of N steps. At the start of each phase,

PE i overwrites entryi with the character in its input buffer. The next N shifts

and comparisons of the input have the effect of passing each of the N characters

(which began the phase in PE's iV -|-1 through 2N) past the N characters that

preceded that character. During step k {\ <k < N), PE i {N—k+l < f < 2N—k)



compaxes its input chaxacter to entryi. Notice that not all processors paxticipate

in each step. For example, PE iV —1 meikes a compaxison in the first step, but only

reads and sends input for the remainder of the phase. An additional special purpose

processor PE 2N heuidles the longest match position and length information and,

when the length I exceeds the size of a pointer, the pointer is output and the next

I chaxacters in the axray axe ignored. Moreover, whenever pointers overlap, the

output pointer is cdtered to maximize compression.

As a character travels through the systolic axray, it is accompauiied by its

longest match location and length information, pointer psdr {position, length),

which is updated whenever a longer match is found. Calculating the longest match

information may require communication among non-neighboring processors. In

logarithmic time, the match tree propagates information up and down the tree to

determine the position and length of the longest match. If PE i detects a match, it

checks with each of its neighboring processors. If PE i —1 did not match, then PE

i sends a message to its parent processor in the match tree signaling that it has the

first chaxacter of a matching string. Similarly, if PE i + 1 did not match, PE i flags

its parent processor that it is at the end of a match. These signals propagate up

the tree until some processor, PE k, is able to pair up a start and an end symbol.

PE k then calculates the match length and returns the information to the processor

(PE j) holding the flrst chaxacter in the match. If the new match length exceeds

the existing length of the longest match beginning at that chaxacter, the match

position is assigned the processor number j and the length register is updated.

A different match position and length updating scheme avoids some of the

VLSI layout concerns, such as long edge lengths, at the expense of an increased

logic delay of 0{y/N) [GS85]. Processors axe placed in an 0{\/N) x 0{\fN) grid
with constant length connections and additional steps are introduced to spread



information among non-neighboring processors. If the maximum length of a target

string is limited to some constant k, the logical delay can be bounded by k.

Decoding expands all pointers by employing a systolic array of 0{N) proces

sors. Since all pointers are to locations fewer than N characters away, the N most

recently decoded characters axe stored in the array. The pointer (p, I) is decoded

by concatenating the characters stored in processors PE p through PE p —/ 1.

The input is augmented with two additional pointers which aid in switching from

different modes in the decoding process. As in encoding, decoding proceeds in

blocks of N characters. Before entering the array, the pointer (p, /) is expanded

into the sequence of integers p, p-f-l,...,p + f—1. The expanded encoded message

enters the array on every other system step. After each cycle, the input shifts left

and each processor compares its identification number to the input. If the input

item is an integer equeJ to the processor number, the processor replaces the integer

by the contents of its dictionary entry. After N cycles, each processor replaces its

dictionary entry with the contents of its input register.

Like the static dictionary model, the Match Tree architecture for the sliding

windowmodel requires that the speed of the chip and the rate of the communication

chcinnel gueirantee that additionaldata does not arriveat a processing element prior

to its having available space. Hence, any improvements to the system performance

that impswrt the data transfer rate may force the redesign of many system compo

nents. Another disadvantage is the communication and logical delays associated

with the maintenance of match information. Consequently, O(log N) time is re

quired to process an input character. IfM is the maximum match length then this

can be reduced to O(log M) using a collection of trees. The decoder produces an

output on every system cycle. Both the encoder and decoder require the input to



flow through the entire array resulting'in a linear through delayThe processing

elements are simple and can be implemented in VLSI straightforwardly.

2.2.2. Broadcast/Reduce Architecture

A second design for sliding-window compression, the Broadcast/Reduce ar

chitecture, is also built from a systolic array and bineiry trees of processors [Z90a,

592]. In this architecture, the data stream and dictionary are separated and longest

match decisions are made by tree processors. This is unlike the Match tree design

in which the data, dictionary, and output, Jill flow through the systolic eirray. The

longest match pointer information for each character is computed by maldng each

character simultaneously available to every processor via a binary tree of proces

sors, and identifying the largest match at each cycle using another tree-connected

collection of processors.

For a dictionary of size N, the architecture consists of 3N —2 processors.

N processors are arranged in a systolic array and the remaining processors are

configured as two binary trees (each containing iV —1 processors) synchronized

with the systolic array (see Figure 3). One of the binary trees (the broadcast tree)

is placed on top of the systolic array. On each cycle, input enters at the root of

the brozidcast tree and data in the tree is propagated down one level. After a

delay of log N steps, the same input character enters the systolic array at PE N.

Consequently, the input enters the systolic array one step after the copy sent via

the broadcast tree reaches processors in the array. The input character leaves the

broadcast tree and is simultaneously compared to the N preceding characters, each

available in one of the N PEs of the array. The other binary tree (the reduction tree)

is placed below the systolic array and combinesmatch information. Ultimately, the

(position, length) pair representing the longest match ending (previous approaches

calculate the longest match beginning at a particular symbol) at that character is

^ Through delay for an input chareicter is the interval between its entering and exiting the systolic
array.
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output by the root of the reduction tree. As in the Match Tree design, a special

purpose processor at the root of the reduction tree combines pointer pairs.

Since global communication among processors is not required, the match

length computations of the Match Tree design are avoided. All steps take unit

time and system speed is unaffected by match length. Also, the linear through

delay of previous architectures is reduced to 2log N at the expense of additional

hajdw2ire. The decoding architecture is described in [Z90a]. The designs of the

next section eliminate the trees of processors.



2.2.3. Wrap Architecture

More recent architectures for sliding-window compression on the systolic

array attempt to remove the trees introduced in previous designs. The Wrap

architecture consists of a bi-directional systolic array [Z90b, S92|. Input is encoded

by majcimal {position, length) pointers as it travels through the array. After

being encoded, characters wrap back and flow through the array as dictionary

entries. The movement of data alternates with the shifting of the dictionary

(sliding-window) and pointer information is updated without the need for a tree of

processors.

For a dictionary of size N, the Wrap au-chitecture consists of a systolic array

of N/2 processing elements connected by a two-way communication channel. PE i

has an input register and stores a charax:ter of the sliding-window in entryi. Input

enters on the right (PE Nj2) aind travels through the array and exits on the left

(PE 1). After remaining latched for one system step, the character is output and

a copy re-enters the array as entryi at PE 1. This copy moves right through the

entry registers. The Wrap architecture is depicted in Figure 4. Input enters on even

numbered cycles Emd characters in the entry registers move right on odd numbered

cycles. As em input character shifts left from PE N/2 to PE 1, it is compared to

the N chjiracters that preceded it. At PE t, if the input character matches entry,-

then the {position, length) pjiir is updated. When the input character leaves PE

1 and is latched, it is accompanied by a {position, length) pair representing the

longest match that ends with this character. As with previous designs, the output

is then manipulated by a special purpose processor to yield the final encoding.

The Wrap encoding architecture allows input on every other cycle. This

restriction can be eliminated by having PE t compare entryi to both its input

register and the input register of PE i - 1. However, processors and data paths
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of this design are more complicated and increase the system cycle and haxdware

costs.

An eirchitecture similar to the Wrap design sends two copies of each input

into the systolic array [HR90, RH91, RH92]. The second copy enters the aurray N

steps aifter the first. Processing elements require relatively complicated hardware

to determine in which steps to participate.

2.3. Adaptive Dictionary Compression

Adaptive dictionary compression utilizes an evolving dictionary that adapts to

changes in the input chairacteristics. Usuadly, adaptive approaches achieve superior

compression results over static and semi-adaptive methods. There aure a number

of different adaptive approaches, all of which must include strategies for match

selection and dictionary updating. Adaptive dictionary compression on the systolic

array is the focus of this section.

An architecture for adaptive dictionary compression, referred to here as the

Pair architecture, is based on a pair forest representation of the dictionary [S88b].

In a pair forest representation, each character of the input alphabet is present

in the dictionary and larger entries consist of a pair of pointers to other entries.

The Pair architecture stores the dictionary in a systolic array, one entry in each

processing element. The dictionary is updated by adding entries derived from the

concatenation of the previous match with the currentmatch. Thus,each processing



element stores an entry consisting of two pointers. Compression is achieved by

replacing input which matches the pair of pointers stored in a processing element

by the single processor number. When the dictionary becomes full, the Peiir

architecture switches control to a second dictionary. To accommodate this scheme,

two separate dictionary arrays are employed, each initialized to contain the coding

alphabet with one cheiracter per processor. Initially, compression begins using one

of the two dictionauries and once the current dictionary becomes full, additional

space is made available by swapping in the other (empty) dictionaury. Later, when

the dictionary again becomes full, the roles of the two dictionaries are reversed.

For a dictionary of size iV, encoding is performed on a systolic airray consisting

of N processing elements, numbered 1 through N from left to right. A second

identical systolic array is used for dictionairy swapping. PEs at the start of the

array store the characters of the input alphabet and later PEs store a pair of

pointers. That is, for input alphabet E, PEs 1 through jS] store one input character

each. Each processor stores a flag bit, flagi, used to delimit the current dictionary.

Initially, only is set. If flagi is set then PE i is designated to "learn" the

next new dictionary entry. All PEs to the left of the learning processor contziin

dictionary entries, while PEs to the right are empty. Input enters from the left

(PE 1) and leaves on the right (PE N). A greedy parsing strategy is used and

whenever a preflx of the input matches the contents of a processor, the string is

replaced by the processor's number. The dictionary is updated by assigning the

first pair of pointers to enter the learning processor to the dictionary entry stored

in the learning processor and then passing the flag to the next processor. If flagi

is set then PE i must allow one pointer to pass through before Jidopting its pair

entry in order to avoid duplicating the entry in PE i —1. After PE iV learns its

entry, a signal is sent indicating that the dictionary is full. At this point, control

is shifted to the empty dictionary and the current dictionary is flushed out.



Decoding utilizes a systolic axray of size N with bi-directioned communication

paths. PEs are numbered N to 1, with PE 1 being the rightmost processor (this

is the reverse of the encoding cirray). Data enters from the left (PE N) and exits

on the right (PE 1). Processors to the right of PE |S| are initialized to contain the

source alphabet and PE |E| -f-1 starts out as the learning processor. Each processor

has a flag bit and a dictionary entry. Upon adopting an entry, the learning processor

passes the flag upstream to the processor on its left. As described, the decoding

dictionary will fail to adopt entries that appear in the encoding dictionary. To

see this, consider the four pointers pi, p2, pa, and p4 (pi then p2 then pa then P4)

traveling down the encoding 2Lrray. Pointers pi and p2 reach the learning processor

PE j and are adopted. Later, PE i + 1 adopts pointers p2 and pa. And finally,

PE i + 2 adopts pa and p4. In the decoder, leeiming processor PE k adopts pi

and p2 2ind PE A: + 1 later adopts pa and p4. Pointer pair (p2, pa) is not entered

into the decoding dictionary. To remedy this, nil pointers are interspersed between

every input to the decoder. This ensures that the encoder and decoder learn the

same dictionary. Decoding mirrors encoding; that is, whenever an input substring

arrives at a processor with index equal to the input, it is replaced by the entry

stored in the processor. As in previous systolic architectures, additional measures

are needed to avoid buffer overflows which may occur when compressed inputs are

expanded. The Pair architecture uses a stop bit to signal the processor to the left

to wait to send additional data.

As described, the Pair design stores each character of the input alphabet in

the PEs at the stjirt of the array (or at the end in the case of decoding). This

requirement is not necessary since the input characters can be handled eis pointers

into the dictionary (by padding them to length logiV) without having to store

them explicitly in the array.



Storer and Reif present a systolic real-time architecture based on a modified

version of the update heuristic used in the Pair architecture [SR90]. The dictionairy

update heuristic, instead of entering the concatenation of two previous matches

(after allowing one pointer to pass through), adds the concatenationof twopointers

only if neither pointer was adopted by the preceding processor. A prototype VLSI

chip for this design was built using a systolic array of 3,839 PEs (4,096 minus

the 257 which correspond to characters of the input and a special nil value). The

implementation runs on a 40 Mhz clock and yields a data rate of 40 Mbytes per

second. Section 3.6 describes some additional detziils of the hardware.

A variant of the previous zirchitectures stores several dictionary entries in each

processing element [SRM90]. In each clock cycle, each PE performsa parallel match

between its entries auid the contents of its input buffer. This yields a more compact

design requiringsignificantly less hardware that operates at commensurate speeds.

A similzir variation uses Content Addressable Memories in each PE to perform

parallel matches between the input and several dictionary entries within a single

clock cycle [MRS92].

A different use of parallelism for adaptive dictionary compression employs a

tagged trie data structure for dictionary management [BB92]. The tags are used

to determine what strings are to be deleted. Two parallel processes carry out

compression and dictionary updating. With little demand on current technology,

hardware implementations achieve data rates ranging from 13.6 to 20 Mbytes per

second.

3. Multiple Compression

The parallel systems ofSections 2 and 3 utilize a single compression method

that manipvilates the data in parallel to improve compression speed. An alterna

tive application ofparallelism combines multiple compression techniques operating
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Exctmple of a pipelined compression scheme

simultaneously to obtain greater compression. Current approaches to this form of

paxEillel compression axe pipelining and competitive processing.

Pipelined compression systems combine two or more compression methods

in succession to compress the input more effectively tham the individual methods

operating in isolation. Communication applications axe an example of systems for

which the additional time used to carry out the sequence of methods is insignifi

cant in view of the relatively slow communication speed [PMK91]. Research has

focused on the selection of appropriate methods and their optimal positioning in

the pipeline.

Statistical! methods talce advantage of chairacter redundaincy whereas dictio

nary methods profit from string repetition. This distinction is the basis of current

pipelined compression systems [BM90, PM90, PMK91]. Dictionary methods main-

taiin a table of strings and compression is carried out by replacing repeated strings

by references (or indices) into the table. The fixed-length indices that axe produced

by the dictionary compressor may contain repeated copies of the same index. This

corresponds to strings in the table appeaxing more than once in the input. By

treating the dictionary indices as the input zilphabet to a statistical compressor,

additional compression may be gained by replacing frequently occurring indices

with shorter variable-length representations. Figure 5 illustrates this pipelined

approach.



Several dictionary-statisticaJ-pipelined compression systems have been inves

tigated. Reported methods have paired LZW, a variant of Ziv-Lempel compression

and the basis of the UNIX compress utility, with statistical compressors based on

splay trees, Huffman coding, and arithmetic coding [W84, J88, BM90, PM90,

PMK91]. Bailey and Mukkamala conclude that the LZW-Splay method provides

better compression of 6% on average than either method in isolation when applied

to their test files.

The LZW-Arithmetic coding combination works by accumulating frequen

cies of LZW dictionary entries and later using these frequencies in the arithmetic

coding phase to further compress the representation. Table 2 reports compression

findings for LZW-Arithmetic coding. UNIX compress version 4.0, paired with

the arithmetic coding implementation due to Bell, Cleary and Witten [BCW90],

is referred to as Compress-AC in the table. The test files used belong to the

Czdgaxy/Canterbury text compression corpus [BCW90]. The corpus consists of

files of various types designed to represent the range of compression applications.

English text files (bookl, book2, paperl - paperS), a bibliography (bib), a USENET

batch file of unedited news articles (news), computer programs in C, Lisp and

Pascal (progc, progl, progp), and a transcript of a terminal session (trans) are

ASCII files. Non-ASCII files, including two object code files (objl, obj2), geophys-

ic2il data (geo), and a bleick and white facsimile picture (pic), round out the corpus.

The file "geo" is difficult to compress because of its unrelated values and "pic" is

highly compressible because of many repeated white space values.

The best compression for each file is shown in bold type and negative values

are listed m their absolute value enclosed in parentheses. Except for the two

program files "progl" and "progp", the pipelined method Compress-AC provided

slightly better compression thsin compress. Sigmficantly better results axe reported

for fine-tuned versions of pipelined LZW-Arithmetic coding. By utilizing various



Improvement
Input Size Arithmetic of Compress-AC
File (Bytes) compress Coding Compress-AC over compress

bib 111261 58.18 34.58 58.28 0.10

bookl 768771 56.81 43.17 57.04 0.23

book2 610856 58.95 40.29 59.20 0.25

geo 102400 24.05 29.30 27.72 3.67

news 377109 51.71 35.17 52.12 0.41

objl 21504 34.67 25.42 36.97 2.30

obj2 246814 47.87 24.12 49.01 1.14

paper1 53161 52.83 37.70 52.90 0.07

paper2 82199 56.01 42.17 56.10 0.09

paperS 46526 52.36 41.12 52.47 0.11

pic 513216 87.88 85.42 87.96 0.08

progc 39611 51.67 34.56 51.78 0.11

progl 71646 62.11 40.51 62.08 (0.03)
progp 49379 61.10 38.82 61.04 (0.06)
trans 93695 59.19 31.35 59.28 0.09

Table 2

Compression delivered by Compress and Arithmetic coding

LZW dictionary sizes and applying different methods of maintaining the cumulative

frequency table, Perl, Maram and Kadakvmtla report compression increases of as

much as 21% on their test files over LZW or arithmetic coding in isolation [PMK91].

They conclude that the pipelined version yields greater compression for smaller

dictionary sizes and is especially effective in compressing binary text for which

LZW achieves only small compression.

A varijint of sliding-window compression, LZSS [SS82], followed by a splay-

tree coding phase is reported to yield and additional 10% compression savings

[YONY94].

Competitive-parallel processing employs severjJ processors, each concurrently

executing a different compression method [C90]. In this MISD system, the output

stream of the processor achieving the best compression is selected by the referee
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processor and transmitted (see Figure 6). Information is relayed with the com

pressed input to enable the appropriate decompression processor to reconstruct

the original data. Competitive-paxallel processing is used in file archiving. The

program ARC, a popular axchiver for personal computers, analyzes the compres

sion effectiveness of four compression schemes before compressing a file using the

best method [BCW90].



CHAPTER 3

List Compression on Systolic Models

This chapter considers a class of dictionary compression methods which im

plement a sequential dictionziry of words using a self-organizing list. Self-organizing

lists permute the order of list entries after an entry is located, attempting to place

more frequently accessed entries closer to the front of the list. To distinguish this

collection of compression techniques from other dynamic dictionary schemes, we

refer to them collectively as list compression methods under a particular update

heuristic. Parallel list compression schemes operate at much higher data rates of

40Mbytes per second (assuming a 40 MHz clock jmd 1 byte per cycle) in compari

son to the data rates of sequential compression systems that range &om 10 to 320

Kbytes per second.

A list compression method uses a self-organizing data structure to maintain

a list of source messages and an encoding of the integers to compress list indices

[BSTW86, E87, R87, HC87]. To compress a word, it is located in the dictionary and

encoded by its list position. After a word has been referenced, the list is reorganized

appropriately. After an input string has been replaced by its matching list index, it

can be further compressed by encoding list positions. A variable-length encoding of

the integers, such as Elias codes, Fibonacci codes or steurt-step-stopcodes, Huffman

coding or a non-codeword based method such as eirithmetic coding can be used

to compress list positions [BCW90]. This fixed-to-variable coding phase is only

mentioned in this chapter. Our research in high-speed fixed-to-variable coding is

described in Chapter 4.



Move-to-front and transpose are two update heuristics used in parallel list

compression (see [HH85] for a survey of self-organizing linear search). The move-

to-front strategy moves the accessed record to the front of the list, shifting all

records previously ahead of it back one position. The transpose heuristic permutes

the list by exchanging the accessed entry with the one immediately ahead of it

in the list. After reaching a steady state, where many further search requests are

not expected to significantly impact the expected search time, the expected access

cost will be less for transpose than for move-to-front, but the convergence time or

number of accesses required to reach a steady state is greater for transpose than

for move-to-front [HH85]. There are applications for which each of move-to-front

and transpose outperforms the other.

VLSI implementation issues regarding input/output pin requirements have

forced the investigation of two major algorithmic varismts. The simpler procedure

permutes a byte-level fixed-length list of symbols and the other approach permits

arbitrary-length list entries. The simpler byte-level fixed-length list might madnteiin

a target list of 256 entries corresponding to the 256 possible values of an 8-bit ASCII

byte. Such a system (with a Huffman coding of dictionary references) achieves

compression of 30% to 40% on text files [TW89]. Methods which allow arbitrary-

length dictionsiry entries provide higher compression of 48% to 75%. For parallel

models, however, arbitrary-length list entries that must travel between processing

elements force an arbitrary number of input/output pins on each PE.

Designs for the simpler fixed-length list entries are described below. Section 1

describes systems for list compression on the systolic array. The Xnet surchitecture

is considered in Section 2. Approximations for the more general list of variable-

length entries are addressed in Section 3 £ind the various systolic systems are

compared in Section 4.



1. The Systolic Array Model

1.1. Previous Work in Move-to-Front Compression

Thomborson and Wei investigate parallel implementations of move-to-front

[TW89]. Assuming a dictionary of size N, the first systolic array architecture for

the simpler byte-level fixed-length method employs two systolic arrays of N PEs

each. One array is used for encoding and the other for decoding. Input enters the

systolic array from the right (PE 1) and leaves to the left (PE N). As input flows

through the array, matches are detected between the input and the bytes stored in

the PEs. By depositing the input character in the first processor as it enters the

array and then cascading previous processing element contents down the array, the

move-to-front behavior is realized.

To encode fixed-length word w using the move-to-front heuristic, w is com

pared to the list entries of successive processors. PE i hjis an input buffer and stores

dictionsiry entry entryi. At PE 1 (the front of the list) w overwrites the current

list entry which is transmitted to PE 2. Next, the list entry of PE 2 is overwritten

by the previous entry of PE 1. List entries continue to cascade down the list until

w matches the list entry and the final entry is updated. Upon matching, w is

encoded by the identification number of the matching PE. By depositing the input

character in the first processor as it enters the array and then cascading previous

processing element contents down the eirray, the move-to-front behavior is realized.

The output of the array, consisting of a sequence of 8-bit list indices, is fed into a

fixed-to-variable-length coding processor.

At the beginning of the encoding clock cycle, PE i receives 4-tuple (w, e, p,

m) from PE »— 1. w is the word to be encoded, c is the word being moved down in

the list (i.e., e is the current contents of entryi and is nil if w is alreadyencoded), p

is the list position of w (0 if no match found yet) 2md m is a flag bit which is set if

the list needs further updating. If m is set then PE i compeires entryi to u>. If the



words match, PE i overwrites entryi with e, sets m to 0 and transmits (iw, e, i, m)

to PE i + 1. If IV differs from entry, then PE i sends {w, entryi, p, m) to PE i + 1

and copies e into entryi. Otherwise the input passes through PE i unchanged.

A string of IgiV-bit codes, corresponding to the list positions of the input

characters, is output by the encoding array and fed into a fixed-to-variable-length

coding system. Unfortunately, no high-data rate fixed-to-variable-length coder is

known. This bottleneck dictates the data rate of the entire systolic system. High

speed fixed-to-variable coding is studied in Chapter 4.

The systolic decoder for move-to-front list compression cannot simply mirror

the encoder since it is impossible to update the dictionary imtil after the input has

passed PE 1 (except if the input is T') and has been decoded at some processor

later in the array. By using a two-way communication channel zind having input

enter the array on the left (PE N) and exit on the right (PE 1), it may be possible

to mirror the encoder.

Alternatively, instead of storing the i'* word in the dictionary, PE i reserves

po3i which is the list position of the alphabet symbol with index representation i.

For ASCII codes, posi is the table index of the entry with ASCII value i. At the

onset of the decoding clock cycle, PE i receives input (w, p) from PE i —1. As in

the encoder, p is the encoded list position zmd w is the decoded word occurring in

position p of the fist. If p = posi then posi is set to '1' smd w is aissigned i. That is,

the symbol with representation i is moved to the first list entry and w is decoded

as t. If p > posi then pos, is incremented to reflect the movement of character

representation i deeper into the list.

1.2. Transpose List Compression with Fixed-length Words

Parallel transpose list compression is described by the following general

p£uradigm. Encoder and decoder maintain identical word lists using the transpose

heuristic. Namely, atfter a word is used it is exchanged with the word stored in



the position immediately preceding its original position. This section describes

two designs for paxallel list compression under the transpose heuristic. The first

approach is similar to the move-to-front designs and uses a systolic array. However,

input is restricted to every other system step (the reasons for this are discussed

later). The second design combines a systolic array with trees to improve the linear

through delay of the first design.

For the first design, to transmit word w on the systolic array, w is compared

to the list entries of successive processors. If w matches the list entry in PE t, it

is encoded as i. The encoder then updates the list by tramsposing the list entry

(w) of PE i with the list entry in PE z —1. When the decoder Euray receives list

index z, it decodes it as the list word stored in PE z (w) and then updates the

list by exchanging w with the previous list entry stored in PE z —1. Since several

matches can be detected in parallel the list update procedure needs additional

consideration.

In the sequential setting, a sequence of words that match the list structure

in successive entries are handled in the same way as other matches. However,

in the systolic environment, matches corresponding to successive entries in the

array impose additional constrEiints when the list of words is being manipulated in

parallel. That is, simultaneous matches occurring in different locations in the array

may force global communication among the processors to determine the contents of

the updated list. To illustrate this difficulty, consider the input string "abcdefgh"

and the word list "h, g, f, e, d, c, b, a". Sequentizil transpose list compression

outputs the sequence of positions 8, 8, 6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2 and the final word list is

identical to the original. In a sense, eachpair ofmatchescauses updates that CEincel

each other. On the systolic array, all eight matches are detected simultaneously.

Handling the subsequent update may require global communication.
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Systolic array for transpose list compression

For a list of length iV, the systolic array encoder consists of N processing

elements linearly connected by a two-way communication channel [SH92a]. PE

i stores the list entry which is currently in position i in the list and a copy of

the input word PE i considered on the previous clock cycle. The list entry will be

referred to as entryi and the prior input word sis oldwi. The input stream enters the

array from the right (PE 1) and the encoded message exits at the left (PE N). A

schematic of the architecture is shown in Figure 7. For N = 256, the sirray consists

of 256 processing elements each storing an 8-bit byte list entry corresponding to

an ASCII symbol.

In order to prevent a contiguous sequence of matches from occurring concur

rently, input packets enter the array only on every other clock cycle. The word Ust

is updated at the start of each encoding cycle. Later in the cycle, word matches

Eire detected and encoded.

At the beginning of the clock cycle, PE i receives triple {w, e, p) from PE i —1

and bit mi+i from PE i -t-1. As in the move-to-front systohc architecture, u? is a

word to be matched, e is the current contents of entryi-\ that may be needed for

a transpose update, p is the list position of w (0 is no match foimd yet) and m,+i

is a bit flag which is set if PE t -1-1 detected a match in the previous clock cycle. If

m.+i is set then PE i overwrites entryi with oldwi. If w matches entryi then PE



i carries out three teisks. Namely, PE i sets p = i, assigns m,- = 1, and (if i > 1)

overwrites entrxji with input e (equivalently entryi^x obtained from PE i —I).

At the close of the clock cycle, PE i overwrites oldwi with w and transmits

(w, entryi, p) to PE i + 1 and (mi) to PE i —1. Contention is avoided as a result

of restricting input to every other cycle. An example of this encoding procedure is

given in Figure 8.

For N = 256, the communication chzinnel is 25 bits wide and each processing

element hjis three 8-bit registers, an 8-bit identity comparator, two 8-bit multi

plexers, and additionsil control logic. The criticsd path in PE i passes through

three hardware components. First, entryi and oldwi pass through a multiplexer

triggered by flag mi. Second, entryi and the input word w enter the identity com

parator. Finally, the output of the comparator determines if the input word should

be encoded as i by triggering a second multiplexer. The critical path compares to

the move-to-front systolic array [TW89].

A systolic transpose decoder which mirrors the encoder Jilso allows input to

enter the array on every other clock cycle. At the outset of the cycle, the word list

is updated. Unlike the encoder, where only a single bit is passed from PE i back

to PE i —1 to facilitate updating, the decoder requires entryi be transmitted edong

with the single match bit. Following the list updating, list indices are replaced by

word list entries.

At the beginning of the clock cycle, PE i receives 3-tuple (iw, e, p) from PE

i —1 and 2-tuple (m,+i, /) from PE i -h 1. p is the encoded list index, e is the

current contents of entryi-i, w is the unencoded word occurring in position p of

the list (A if p < i), m,+i is a flag indicating if PE i -|-1 decoded a list index on the

previous clock cycle and / is the prior contents of entry,+1 that may be needed for

a transpose update. If m,+i is set then PE i copies / into entryi. If p = i then

PE i replaces w by entryi, sets mj = 1, copies entryi into /, and (if t > 1) finally



Encoding of input string: decade Generic PE:

After 16 clock cycles:

Final Encoded Output: 4, 5, 5, 1, 3, 5

Figure 8

Example of systolic transpose compression on input word "decade

overwrites entryi with e. At the end of the clock cycle, PE i sends {w,entryi,p) to



PE I-I- 1 and (mi, f) to PE i —1. Figure 9 provides cui example of this decoding

procedure.

An eilternative systolic decoder, similar to the decoder proposed in [TW89]

(described in the Section 1.1), processes packets on every step. However, the

input is restricted to a fixed predefined alphabet of size S. The symbols in this

alphabet are arbitrarily given indices 1 through 5. The output of the encoder is a

sequence of list positions which are received and decoded in two stages. The first

stage decodes list positions into indices and the second stage translates indices into

symbols. Instead of storing the i'* word in the dictionary, PE i reserves pos, which

is the list position of the zdphabet symbol with index representation i. For ASCII

codes, posi is the table index of the entry with ASCII value i.

At the onset of the decoding clock cycle, PE i receives input (u;, p) from

PE i —1. As in the encoder, p is the encoded list position and w is the decoded

word occurring in position p of the list. If p = pos,- then pos,- is set to '1' and

w is Jissigned i. That is, the symbol with representation t is moved to the first

list entry emd w is decoded as i. If p > posj then pos, is incremented to reflect

the movement of character representation i deeper into the list. After leaving the

decoding array, the decoded symbol indices are replaced by their corresponding

alphabet symbol by a special purpose processor located at the end of the array.

This decoding algorithm is illustrated in Figure 10.

For a fixed-length list, such as the 256 different 8-bit ASCII characters, each

processor is initialized to contain one of the 8-bit bytes. Alternatively, new words

can be added to the list until the list becomes full. Moreover, if an input word

w is not in the current list of size K (1 < K < N) the word is encoded by the

index if -|- 1 followed by the word w and the list is updated by transposing w

with the list entry K. If if = iV (i.e., the list is full), word w replaces the last

list entry. The decoder "leams" the word list in a similar fashion. In the systolic



Decoding of input string: 4, 5, 5, 1, 3 •• Generic PE:

(e,f,5)

Find output: decade

(d,c,4)
(0,A)^

-e d A b
' (A,b,5)'
, (0,A)^.

Figure 9

Example of systolic decoder

(m.f) ,

(w,e,p)



alphabet = a, b, c, d, e

symbols: a b c d e f

indices: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Generic PE:

If PE i has contents j then symbol with index i is in list position j and thus posi = j.

Ouput of stage 1: 4, 5, 3, 1, 4, 5

Output of translator (indices into alphabet symbols): decade

Figure 10

Example of improved decoder for a fixed alphabet

£irray, an additional flag bit in each processor is used to dehmit the current list.



The processor holding the flag is designated as the first empty list entry. Initially,

the flag bit in PE 1 is set.

1.3. Empirical Evaluation

Compression findings for fixed-length word implementations of Move-to-Front

and Transpose coding on the systolic array with Jin axithmetic coding of the

fixed-length references are reported in Table 3. A systolic array consisting of

256 processing elements each initialized to contain an 8-bit byte was simulated.

The test files used are peirt of the Calgary/Cemterbury text compression corpus

[BCW90]. The files axe discussed in Section 3 of Chapter 2. Treinspose coding

provides superior compression performance for large text files, but for small files

(under 40 Kbytes), Move-to-Front gives better compression. These findings support

the theoretical expectation that Transpose coding tgdces longer to reach a steady

state but, after reaching a steady state, has a smaller expected access cost.

1.4. Broadcast/Reduce Designs for Improved Through Delay

The linear through delay of the previous systolic axray transpose designs

is determined by the passage of the input from PE 1 through to PE N. An

architecture, similzu" to the Broadceist/Reduce design in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2,

combines a systolic eu-ray with trees to reduce the through delay to logarithmic

at the expense of additional hardware. The trees broadcast the input to the

systoUc array and reduce the simultaneous outputs of the processors. In addition

to decreased through delay, the restriction allowing data to enter the axrayonly on

every other system step is eliminated.

For a list of size JV, the architecture consists of 3N —2 processors. N proces

sors £ire arranged in a systolic axray and the remmning processors are configured

as two binary trees (the broadcast and reduction trees) synchronized with the

systolic axray (see Figure 11). Input enters at the root of the broadcast tree and



Compression Compression

Input File Size (Bytes) Savings - MTF Savings - Transpose

bookl

book2

paper1

paper2

papers

paper4

paper5

paper6

progc

progl

progp

111261

768771

610856

53161

82199

46526

13286

11954

38105

377109

39611

71646

49379

29.44

37.91

36.98

34.19

37.49

36.63

35.20

33.71

35.45

31.48

30.72

38.72

35.26

32.24

41.90

39.54

34.33

39.07

36.81

29.75

26.64

33.79

34.43

30.70

38.61

34.99

Table 3

Compression delivered by Transpose and Move-to-Front Coding

is propagated down the tree to each axray processor. Results of the processors axe

reduced to a single non-null output via the propagation toward the root of the

reduction tree. The tree interconnect provides total through delay of 2 log N.

Processor PE i in the systolic axray stores the list entry which is currently

in position i in the list. This entry is referred to as entryi. PE i receives input

from the broadcast tree and from PE i —1 and PE i -|-1. PE z transmits entryi

to PE I —1 Eind PE I + 1 and outputs match information to the reduction tree.



Broadceist Tree

Reduction Tree

Generic PE i in systolic array:

entryj+i entryi

entryi entryi entry,-1

ior^A^
(output » if entryi matches w)

Figure 11

Broadcast/reduce architecture for Transpose List Compression

Processors in the broadcast tree simply peiss their input to their outputs. Reduction

processors receive two inputs at least one of which is zero. When both inputs are

zero the reduction tree outputs zero. Otherwise, the reduction processor transmits

the non-zero input.



After the input has propagated down the broadcast tree to the array pro

cessors, encoding proceeds as follows. At the beginning of the clock cycle, PE i

receives (u;) from the broadcast tree, (entryt-i) from PE i —1, and (entry,+i) from

PE z -f 1. u> is the word to be encoded. If w matches entrxji then w is set to i and

entryi-i is written into entryi. If w matches entry,(received from PE z -I- 1 at

the start of the cycle) then PE z overwrites entryi with entryij^\ ajid sets w to 0.

Otherwise, PE z sets w to 0. At the close of the clock cycle, PE z transmits entryi

to PE z-|-1 and PE z —1 and sends w to its neighboring processor in the reduction

tree. Thus, at the end of each clock cycle, exactly one processor (the one which

matched the input symbol) outputs a non-zero value into the base of the broadcast

tree. This non-zero value is propagated to the root of the reduction tree and finally

output. Decoding mirrors encoding [SH92a].

2. The Xnet Model

The Xnet interconnection network provides a modified mesh-connected struc

ture suitable for rapid communication among neighboring processing elements.

Switches, located between each pair of PEs, permit vertical, horizontal, or diago

nal connections. The connections wrap around, meaning that switches are located

between the top and bottom row of the mesh and between the extreme left and

right columns. During each step, the switches are identically set throughout the

system and computation proceeds synchronously. Each PE is connected to two of

its nearest neighbors and communication proceeds in a single direction. For exam

ple, when the switches are set to provide North-to-South connections, a single PE

receives input from the processor above it in the mesh and transmits data to the

processor below it. Each PE has its own local memory and is assigned a unique

identification number. An Xnet on 16 processors (4 by 4 mesh) with the switches

set North-to-South is pictured in Figure 12. The wrap aroimd connections in eaeh



column link the bottom PE to the top PE. High-speed Xnet zurchitectures for list

compression, with fixed-length list entries under the move-to-front and transpose

permutation heuristics, axe described below. Approximations for the more general

list of arbitrary-length records axe addressed in the next section.

For a list of length iV^, the Xnet implementations for maintaining a self-

organizing list of fixed-length entries under move-to-front consists ofiV^ PEs. PEi

stores the list entry which is currently in positioni in the list (referredto as entryi).

The input enters the Xnet at PE 1 and exits at PE iV^.

Each step of consists of updating the list and checking for matches between

the input and the stored entries. Each step is carried out in 2 phases. During

Phase 1 the Xnet switches axe set to connect NorthWest-to-SouthEast (NW-SE)

PEs. PE fciV, where fc > 1, sends 4-tuple {w, e, p, f) to PE kN -1-1. u; is the

input being accessed in the list, e is the current contents of entryi, p is the list

position of w (p is used to perform data compression) and / is a bit fiag which is

set if entryi is to be cascaded to PE i -|-1. In Phase 2, the Xnet connections axe

changed to link processors East-to-West (E-W). PE i, where i is not a multiple of

N, transmits 4-tuple (w, e, p, f) to PE i 1. Ineither phase, processors receiving



input update their entry and then compare it to the input character. That is, if

/ = 1, PE i exchanges entryi and e. Then, if w matches the new entry stored in e

(equivalently the previous contents of entryi) then PE i sets / = 0 and p = i. To

reedize the move-to-front update, if the input w is not already at the front of the

list, PE 1 writes entryi into e, stores w in entryi and sets / = 1.

For a list of length iV^, the Xnet design for list compression under the

transpose update heuristic consists of iV^ PEs. PE i stores the i'** list record

and a copy of the input word PE i considered on the previous step. The list entry

is referred to as entryi and the prior input word as oldwi. Since several matches

can be detected simultaneously, the Xnet design for transpose allows input to enter

the mesh on every other step. The dictionary is updated £ind, later in the cycle,

word matches are detected.

In Phase 1, the Xnet switches are set NW-SE. PE kN, where k > \, sends

3-tuple (u;, e, p) to PE kN + 1. As in the Xnet move-to-front design, w is the input

being accessed in the list, e is entryi that may be needed for transpose update,

and p is the list index of w used for performing data compression. Switches are

cheinged to reverse the diagonal connections of Phase 1 to SE-NW links in Phase

2. PE kN -I- 1, > 1 sends bit to PE kN. is a bit flag which is

set if PE kN -h 1 detected a match in the previous step. At the start of Phase 3,

the Xnet sdters the connections to W-E links. PE i, where i is not a multiple of

N, sends 3-tuple (lu, e, p) to PE i -I- 1. In Phcise 4, the switches link El-W and PE

i -I-1, where i is not a multiple of iV, transmits mj+i back to PE i. If m,+i is set

then PE i (for all i) overwrites entryi with oldwi. If w matches entryi then PE i

sets mi = 1 and (if i > 1) overwrites entryi with input e. Finally, PE i overwrites

oldwi with w. Contention is avoided as a result of restricting input to every other

cycle.



3. List Compression for Arbitrary-length Entries

Defined-word schemes provide better compression than byte-level methods.

The most notable scheme, BSTW compression, is due to Bentley, Sleator, Tcurjan

and Wei [BSTW86]. Initially, the encoder list of the BSTW algorithm is empty.

The first time a word is encountered, an escape code is transmitted followed by

the word in cleartext. The word is entered into a move-to-front table. Subsequent

occurrences of the word are encoded by the word's list position. The BSTW scheme

compresses the cleaxtext and list indexes applying two separate codes.

As pointed out earlier, a parallel list compression architecture may have

difficulty allowing non-fixed length words to travel between processing elements

because of the potentially unreasonable pin requirements. Placing a limit on the

length of words and using hashing are two approaches proposed for approximating

the general arbitrary-length scheme [TW89]. These are described in more detail

below.

One simple solution to the problem of unbounded pin requirements is to place

a bound on the maximum allowable word length Eind use the fixed-length systems of

the previous sections [TW89]. This bound enforces a limit on the pin requirements

at the risk of deteriorating compression and speed. The appropriate maximum

word length is dependent on the application.

In order to avoid the potential VLSI issues, an approximation is derived

by mapping variable-length words to an 8-bit hashcode using a hardwired hash

table [TW89]. These 8-bit codes are entered into the move-to-front list of target

strings and manipulated as in the byte-level systolic encoder amd decoder arrays.

A closed hashing scheme with no collision resolution is used to obtain a high-speed,

high-bandwidth design. These performance improvements, however, come at the

expense of poorer compression performance. Unlike the BSTWalgorithm in which

the least-recently-used target word "falls'̂ off of the end of the list, the hashing



approach rajidomly eliminates list words. This random behavior of the systolic

design yields compression ranging from 25% to 65% emd an input data rate of 120

Mbytes per second running on a 40 MHz word stream clock. This compares poorly

to the compression savings of 30% to 75% obtained by BSTW.

4. Evaluation

Preliminary designs for encoding and decoding chips for byte-level move-to-

front list compression on the systohc array have critical paths of 25 nanoseconds

(assuming 1986 CMOS standard logic) juid can operate at a data rate of 40Mbytes

per second [TW89]. The data rate of the design is dependent on the behavior of the

front-end variable-to-fixed decoder. This is an advantage over the Match tree design

whose data transfer rate is determined by the maximum match length [GS85]. For

these systems, any improvement in the data rate may require changes to many

system components. The hashing scheme, described above, for list compression of

arbitr£iry-length entries yields a data rate of 120 Mbytes per second assuming a 40

MHz word stream clock.

Of the Match Tree, Broadcast/Reduce, and the Wrap architectures for sliding-

window compression, the simpler Wrap system which processes input on every

step is superior. However, if through delay is critical, the logarithmic through

delay of the Broadcaist/Reduce architecture is favored. In practice, bineiry trees of

processors are often readily available in hardware. In these cases, the architectures

require additional evaluation [S92]. However, the Match Tree sirchitecture remains

less desirable since its data rate is dependent on the size of the dictionary.

Using a systolic array of 4,096 processing elements emd assuming 40 MHz sys

tolic hardware, the Match Tree architecture achieves a data rate of 40 Mbytes per

second [GS85, S88a]. Preliminary estimates for the Wrap and Broadcast/Reduce

architectures specify similar data rates [Z90a, Z90b]. A prototype VLSI chip for



sliding-windowcompression (similar to Wrap approach) implementing nine process

ing elements was fabricated using CMOS 2-micron technology [S92]. Assuming a

40 MHz clock, the chip yields a data rate of 20 Mbytes per second. A systolic array

for adaptive dictionary compressionusing approximately 4,000 processingelements

on 30 custom chips has been fabricated using 1.2-micron CMOS and can operate at

40Mbytes per second [SR91]. A custom VLSI chip for the adaptive dictionary com

pression architecture of the last section built using 1.0 micron CMOS technology

operates with a 20 MHz clock, consumes 8 bits per cycle, and achieves a data rate

of 20 Mbytes per second [SR91, S92]. Each chip houses 128 processors. A complete

systolic girray of 3,839 processors is obtained by chaining 30 chips together. Based

on simulations, a clock rate of 75 MHz is feasible, yielding a data rate of 75 Mbytes

per second. A new design, incorporating techniques for isolating pad delays, is

estimated to run at 40 Mbytes per second axxd has 256 processing elements per

chip [S92].



CHAPTER 4

High-Speed Fixed-to-Variable Coding

The systolic compression schemes of Chapter 3 detect matches between sub

strings of the input and the dictionary, replace substrings by their corresponding

dictionary indices, and update the dictionary under the appropriate self-organizing

strategy. A fixed-to-variable coding unit is employed to convert the fixed-length

dictionary indices output by a list compression system into compact variable-length

representations. The self-organizing dictionjiry is updated so that frequently oc

curring substrings migrate toward the front of the diction£U'y and indices are coded

so that the smaller their value, the shorter their code. In this chapter, we de

scribe fixed-to-v£iriable coding schemes which are capable of operating at data

rates that are commensurate with most systolic list compression systems. These

coding schemes yield reasonable compression and can be implemented to run at

40 Mbytes per second.

Many codings have the desirable property that shorter codes are given to

smaller values. Variable-length representations of the integers are considered in

Section 1. Other codes use input statistics to assign shorter codes to values which

appear frequently. In Sections 2 and 3, we describe and evaluate codes which assign

shorter codes to smaller values for files in which the most frequent values tend to

be the smallest ones.

1. Codings of the Integers

There are many variable-length representations of the integers. Of interest

here are representations which assign shorter codes to smaller integers. One suit

able variable-length encoding represents the integer i by the binary representation



of i prefixed by [logij zeros. For example, the integers 1, 2, 5 and 9 axe coded as

1, 010, 00101, 0001001, respectively. Bell et al. mention this coding in conjunction

with Move-to-Front coding [BCW90]. These variable-length representations of the

integers do not consider the actual frequencies of occurrence of the integers and

yield less compression on average than codings which respond to characteristics of

the input as reported in Tables 4 and 5 in Section 2.5 (note that the column for

the code that replaces i by the binary representation of i prefixed by [log ij zeros

is labeled "logi O's -f bin i").

2. Restricted Multiple-length Codes

Statistical codes, such as Shannon-Fzmo coding, Huffmein coding, dynamic or

adaptive Huffman coding, and cirithmetic coding, assign shorter representations

to source symbols with high probabilities of occurrence. These codes do not

necessarily assign shorter codes to smaller table index values. However, in list

compression the self-organizing strategies attempt to make the smaller dictionary

indices occur more often and many statistical codes used to compress the output

of a list compression system achieve good compression. Unfortunately, no high

speed implementation of any of these statistical codes is known. Even the most

sophisticated implementations of dyneunic Huffman coding and arithmetic coding

operate at data rates below 15 KBytes per second [MP88, K82, V87]. In this

section, we describe approximations to Huffman coding which yield reasonable

compression and high-speed implementations.

2.1 Previous Work - Two-Length Codes

Thomborson and Wei experimented with various tail-end fixed-to-variable

coders [TW89]. They describe a two-length code based on a single skew statistic.

A two-length code is defined as a code in which all codeword lengths are restricted

to be one of two possible predetermined values. Thus, for two-length codes, each



codeword will be either "short" or "long" in length. We refer to the two allowed

lengths M /i and I2. Codelength /i can encode as many as 2'* possible indices but

is used to encode only A < 2'* indices. Codelength I2 can encode as many as 2 '̂

possible indices but, because the codes must be prefix-free, codelength I2 is also

restricted not to use any of the code space occupied by the A codes of length /i.

The result is that there can be at most 2'̂ —A * possible long codes.

In this section, we consider only codes in which the number of short codewords

is an exact power of 2 and the short codes occupy one-half of the code space. In

this case, one bit in each of the codes is used to distinguish between short and long

codes. The median, m, of the input file is computed and for an input alphabet of

size a, codelength li is set by:

/i = min(round(logm) -t-1, [logaj).

These short codes are assigned to the first 2''"^ indices. Notice that when m

changes, the percentage of the code space used to represent 50% of the frequency

space will vary from approximately 35 to 60%. Only when m changes by roughly

a factor of 2 will the codelengths be affected. So, although the code spa.ce is split

in hjJf to represent short and long codes, the split of the frequency space is often

not exact. After selecting the length of short codes, enough long codes must be

available to encode the remaining indices. Codelength I2 is computed by:

i2=[log(a-2''-')l+l

and can encode as many as 2'̂ "^ possible indices. For example, for a = 256 and

m = 14, /i = 5 and I2 = 9 and only 43% of the code space is used to represent

the first m indices (i.e., approximately 50% of the frequency space). In Section 3,

we investigate more general multiple-length codes that do not restrict the vector

space dedicated to the short codes.



The coding unit must operate on-line and therefore must estimate the median.

The median can be estimated statically or adaptively. An on-line static two-length

coding scheme estimates the median prior to the start of compression. Better

compression is possible using on-line adaptive schemes which continuously estimate

the median. Because not every change in the true median will aifect the outcome

of the codelength calculations, a reasonable approach is to approximate the median

and adjust it whenever the current approximation is off by roughly a factor of 2.

In the remainder of this chapter, median refers to the on-line approximation of the

true median. Tables 4 and 5 in Section 2.5 give the compression achieved by this

on-line adaptive two-length coding scheme.

2.2 Three-Length Codes

An improvement on the two-length codes takes advantage of the slack in the

I2 code space. Namely, the code space covered by the I2 codes can exceed the space

needed. For example, for a = 256 and /i = 6, indices 1 through 32 axe coded using

6 bits. The remaining 224 indices are coded using I2 = 9 bits. It is possible to

assign shorter codes (relative to I2) for some of the 224 indices. In our example, 32

positions (indices 33-64) can be coded using 8 bits and the remaining 192 indices

can be coded using 9 bits. This "phasing-in" of long codes corresponds to the

following construction:

= min(round(logm) -I- 1, (logaj)

/f = [log(a - 2'i''-^)l
/f = ["log(a - 2'i'-1)1 -b 1.

where the superscript denotes the number ofavailable lengths. Indices 1 through

2I1 ^-1 are given /j^^-length codes. Indices 2'i "i -|-1 through 2'i +2^^ 1—a are
given Ij^^-length codes and the remaining indices are given -length codes. These
three-length codes are equivalent to two-length codes with phasing-in of the long

codes.



Using a similar on-line adaptive estimation of the median as in the two-length

codes, an on-line adaptive three-length code improves on the previous methods.

Compression savings of 13% to 75% axe supported by experimental findings with

most files in the 15% to 24% range (see Tables 4 and 5 in Section 2.5).

2.3 Four-Length Codes

Using additional codelengths malces it possible to more closely approximate

Huffman coding. For four-length codes, we use two input statistics; the median of

the entire file, m, zuid the median, m', of the input with values between m -|- 1 and

a (approximately the 75% percentile statistic). We consider codes which assign

length codes to one-half and length codes to one-fourth of the vector space.

Also, we require that the number of and the number of length codes are

exact powers of 2. Section 3 considers the more general situation. Under these

restrictions, the longest codes axe phased-in and the four codelengths axe computed

by:

= round(log m) -}-1

l2^ = round(log m') 2
= riog(a - - 2'i"-2)l -I-1
=riog(a-2^^'-i-2^i''-2)H2

For example, for a = 256, m = 8, and m' = 32, = 4, = 7, = 9, and

= 10. One bit is used to distinguish between codes and other codes. An

additional bit is used in and codes to further differentiate codes.

Figure 13 shows a binary code tree schematic of this coding method. Each path

from the root to a leaf corresponds to a peurticulax code.

Compression results for the on-line adaptive version of four-length codes are

given in Tables 4 and 5 in Section 2.5. The m and m' statistics are estimated

on-line and adjusted whenever they Eire off by roughly a factor of 2.



Code tr

2.4 More Multiple-Length Codes

The approach used in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 to approximate Huffman

coding using codes with a fixed number of possible codelengths can be extended

to yield a fixed-to-variable coding scheme with any fixed number of codelengths.

Tables 4 and 5 in Section 2.5 report only a minor improvement (or, in some cases,

a minor decUne) in compression savings for on-line adaptive five-length coding.

2.5 Evaluation

2.5.1 Test Files

We compare the compression achieved by on-line adaptive multiple-length

coding schemes and dynamic Huffman Coding. The test suite consists of files in

the Calgary/Canterbury compression corpus and five other files [BCW90]. File

"alphabet" contains enough copies of the 26-character English alphabet to make

up 100,000 characters and the UNIX dictionary /uar/diet/words is in file "diet".

File "progc2" is source code in C (ASCII) for arithmetic coding, "dvi" is a dvi file



of an early draft of this manuscript, and "slides" is a file of slides formatted in

troff. These test files axe first processed by a list compression system (we consider

move-to-front and transpose self-organizing strategies). These processed versions

of the test files are used in the evaluation.

2.5.2 Experimental Findings

Compression results for the on-line adaptive fixed-to-variable coding methods

described in Section 2 axe given in Tables 4 and 5. For comparison, dynamic

Hufiman coding is included (in the column labeled "Dyn Huff"). Negative values

axe listed as their absolute value enclosed in parentheses. On average, on-line

adaptive two, three, four, and five-length coding provide 47%, 55%, 73%, and

72% respectively of the compression performance of dynamic Huffman coding on

the move-to-front organized test files. If the file "alphabet" is not considered,

they give 49%, 58%, 79% and 77% respectively of the compression of dynamic

Huffman coding. On the transpose organized files, on-line adaptive two, three,

four and five-length coding give on average 54%, 60%, 79%, and 81% respectively

of the compression performance of dynamic Huffman coding. If the transpose

processed file "zilphabet" is not included, two, three, four, and five-length coding

yield 55%, 61%, 81% and 83% respectively of the compression savings given by

dynamic Huffman coding.

2.5.3 Implementation

For most applications, variable non-system constraints, such as development

time euid cost, allow for the consideration of a wide range of hardware implementa

tions. We consider a table look-up approach which allows for high-speed, moderate

cost implementations.

Thomborson and Wei describe an implementation for adaptive two-length

codes [TW89]. A high-speed ROM programmed with the codes corresponding



Move-to-Front Organized Files

logi O's Two Three Four Five Dyn

File Size -1- bin i Length Length Length Length Huff

bib 111261 4.25 16.03 18.57 23.53 24.76 29.24

bookl 768771 16.12 13.78 17.49 28.15 26.50 37.85

book2 610856 15.62 13.41 17.18 27.84 26.49 36.88

geo 102400 (4.88) 18.05 18.69 19.80 21.12 30.57

news 377109 11.50 11.14 14.13 21.43 20.39 31.23

objl 21504 9.98 16.08 17.94 21.53 22.74 23.87

obj2 246814 (1.63) 12.88 15.54 19.89 22.41 23.10

paper1 53161 13.12 12.05 15.52 24.83 23.54 34.03

paper2 82199 15.50 13.03 16.85 27.82 26.13 37.49

paperS 46526 15.37 13.10 16.95 27.82 26.40 36.58

paper4 13286 15.00 13.30 17.11 27.71 26.49 35.25

paper5 11954 14.62 13.16 16.72 26.24 24.99 33.72

paper6 38105 15.75 14.82 18.20 27.38 26.20 35.34

pic 513216 76.75 72.70 72.94 75.63 75.34 77.80

progc 39611 11.25 16.68 20.15 25.45 25.87 30.49

progc2 10413 15.75 16.88 20.16 24.52 24.74 31.62

progl 71646 23.00 14.74 18.32 28.61 26.93 38.40

progp 49379 18.75 13.11 16.10 23.80 22.56 35.04

trans 93695 12.37 11.77 14.68 24.49 25.24 31.06

alphabet 100000 (12.50) 24.99 24.99 24.99 24.98 87.50

diet 206672 25.25 26.04 29.79 37.73 35.35 48.87

dvi 322248 0.50 13.05 15.70 20.21 22.36 24.75

slides 17859 13.37 14.45 17.51 23.77 23.16 31.25

Average 169943 14.12 17.62 20.49 27.53 27.16 37.47

Table 4

Compression savings of on-line adaptive multiple-length fixed-to-variable codes

on files preprocessed by a move-to-front list compression system

to each codelength configuration, an output shift register, a down counter and a

median codeword estimator, work in parallel (see Figure 14). If the nmnber of

allowable codelength configurations is limited to 8, the concatenation of a 3-bit

codelength configuration eind an 8-bit dictionairy index (i.e., the output of the list



Transpose Organized Files

log I O's
+ bin i

Two Three Four Five Dyn
Length Length Length Length HufF

bib 111261 11.25 13.48 16.48 24.93 25.75 31.75

bookl 768771 23.50 20.42 23.85 33.79 32.78 41.75

book2 610856 20.87 19.05 22.46 31.91 31.14 39.25

geo 102400 14.87 21.64 22.34 23.63 24.65 29.12

news 377109 15.25 16.08 19.04 26.19 26.38 34.25

objl 21504 0.50 13.68 14.54 14.55 14.08 20.00

obj2 246814 7.12 14.95 16.72 19.98 22.00 23.00

paperl 53161 15.37 16.87 19.99 27.37 27.77 33.87

paper2 82199 20.37 19.25 22.72 31.87 31.47 38.62

paper3 46526 17.75 18.61 21.99 30.39 30.76 36.37

paper4 13286 9.13 15.52 18.48 22.08 23.53 29.50

papers 11954 5.00 13.31 16.48 19.44 22.08 26.37

paperfi 38105 15.50 18.02 21.03 27.55 28.66 33.50

pic 513216 77.75 74.62 74.88 77.02 76.92 78.62

progc 39611 10.87 15.11 17.78 24.37 25.94 30.25

progc2 10413 (0.50) 9.84 12.84 14.28 17.34 25.50

progl 71646 21.00 19.68 22.73 30.87 30.51 38.25

progp 49379 16.75 18.14 20.48 27.67 28.62 34.37

trans 93695 12.48 14.02 16.68 24.80 25.90 29.87

alphabet 100000 7.37 14.40 19.88 29.02 29.13 49.37

diet 206672 29.25 14.94 18.58 31.44 28.16 46.62

dvi 322248 6.75 14.02 16.68 22.93 24.67 26.50

slides 17859 4.13 15.50 18.40 20.62 22.67 26.00

Average 169943 15.75 18.75 20.80 27.68 28.30 34.90

Table 5

Compression savings of on-line adaptive multiple-length fixed-to-variable codes

on files preprocessed by a transpose list compression system

encoder) axidresses a 2K-word by 13-bit 25-nsec ROM. Each 13-bit ROM word

consists of a 4-bit count field and a 9-bit code field. The coimt controls the output

of the shift register zmd is decremented in the down counter. The output shift

register must run on a 360 MHz bit clock to Eiccommodate codes of lengths up



Figure 14

Schematic of high-speed encoder

to 9-bits. The median estimator maintains reinge counts of input values and uses

simple adder and comparator logic to find the median in 25 nsec. The median

estimator is preset to provide the 3-bit codelength configuration for the first input

byte. Operating in parallel, a 40 MHz clock suffices and a data rate of 40 Mbytes

is possible.

The corresponding on-line adaptive vaxiable-to-fixed decoder uses similar

hardware. A 4K by 12-bit 25-nsec ROM, a median estimator, an output shift

register and a high-speed barrel input shifter make up the decoder. A 3-bit code-

length configuration and the next 9-bits of the input compose the ROM address.

Each 12-bit ROM word consists of a 4-bit coimt field smd sm 8-bit index field. The

8-bit index is sent to the output shift register. The count bits are used at the start

of the next clock cycle and direct the input barrel shifter how fzir forward to shift

the input stream to find the next 9-bits. The path through the input barrel shifter

and the ROM must havea delay of no more than 25 nsec. This cannot be achieved

straightforw2irdly with current technology. It may be possible to reduce this delay



by prefetching portions of the input stream corresponding to each codelength. The

tradeoffs of this approach eire dependent on the application.

As described above, the encoder and decoder maintain median or other

input statistics. Alternatively, the encoder can send explicit escape codes to

indicate changes in the codelength configuration and the median estimator can

be eliminated from the decoder. This design would require a slightly wider ROM

to accommodate escape and next codelength configuration information.

These hardware designs can be extended straightforwardly to the other on-line

adaptive multiple-length fixed-to-variable coding schemes described in Section 2.

The programming of the ROM would be somewhat more complicated, but similar

high-speed hardware would suffice.

3. General Multiple-Length Codes

The coding schemes in Section 2 consider a restricted class of multiple-length

codes which repeatedly partition the code space in hedf eind require that all but the

longest codes encode an exact power of 2 possible indices. Better approximations

of dynamic Huffman coding are possible when these restrictions are relajced.

Recall that for a two-length code, codelength Ii canencode 2'* possible indices

but is used to code only A < 2'' indices. Codelength h uses the remaining portion

of the vector space not occupied by the A codes to encode as manyas 2 '̂ —A*2'̂ ~''

indices. Long codes must code the remaining a —A indices.

To improve on the restricted multiple-length codes, we insist that the per

centage of the code space dedicated to short codes be used to encode the same

percentage of the input frequency space. If, for example, short codes occupy one-

half of the code space then short codes must encode m indices (where m is the

median). This may require two codelengths to represent the space assigned to short

codes. P—Q codes use P codelengths to represent the first half (only approximately



half for P = 1) of the code space and Q codelengths to represent the second. The

it-length codes of Section 2.3 are then l-{k —I) codes. In preliminary studies, we

compeired l-(fc - 1) codes and 2-(A: - 1) codes where the k-1 codelengths of the 2-

(it—1) codes were derived in the same way as for the k—1 codelengths of the second

half of code space of the l-(ib —1) codes. For the file "paperS" treinsformed by the

move-to-front list strategy, 2-2 coding achieves 22.02% compression compared to

16.95% for 1-2 codes, 2-3 coding gives 29.14% compression compaured to 27.82%

for 1-3 coding, 2-4 coding yields 28.31% compression compaired to 26.40% for 1-

4 coding, and 2-5 coding gives 27.67% compression compared to 24.91% for 1-5

coding. We believe that additioned studies evaluating multiple-length codes which

attempt to fairly reflect the input will revead compression results approaching dy

namic Huffman coding. Further expansion of this topic will be the object of future

research.

4. Summary

The coder used to tramsform fixed-length dictionary indices into variable-

length codes determines the speed of systolic list compression schemes described

in Chapter 3. The coding schemes developed in this chapter compress indices at

speeds that do not hinder the performance of the systolic Ust compression encoder.

These codes forfeit some compression by approximating Huffman coding using a

fixed munber of codelengths. The decode (variable-to-fixed) converter operates at

a high data rate but requires more advainced technology than is currently available

to match the speed of the encode (fixed-to-variable) unit.



CHAPTER 5

Dictionary Compression on the PRAM

In this chapter, we present parallel algorithms for dictionary compression

using optimal, longest fragment first (LFF), and greedy parsings on the parallel

random access memory (PRAM) model of computation (refer to Chapter 1 for

a discussion of the PRAM model and to Chapter 2 for a review of parsing).

Dictionary methods keep a collection or dictionary of strings emd replace input

substrings with references to the dictionary. If, on average, the dictionary references

are shorter thaui the input substrings they encode, then compression is achieved.

Chapters 2 and 3 review dictionary compression schemes developed for sys

tolic models of parcdlel computation. These models require linear time to handle

input and output, and these parallel compression systems are optimal for the given

model in the sense that they work on-line in linear time using a linear number of

processors. The PRAM models allow blocks of data to be read or written in a

single time step and so sublinear time data compression is possible. We describe

our algorithms in the context of text compression. Dictionary methods can be

used to compress data other than text (e.g. images) and our methods extend

straightforwardly.

After the dictionary has been constructed, a parsing of the input identifies

the input positions, or breakpoints, occurring at the start of the substrings that

are to be repl8u:ed by dictionary references during compression. Greedy, LFF, and

optimal parsing with fixed-length references are illustrated in Figure 15. In general,

the compression performance of LFF lies between greedy and optimal parsing

[SH73]. However, to determine an optimal or LFF parsing, a sequentizJ encoder

must perform two passes over the input or be capable of looking at arbitrarily



Input; compression ratios measure compression

Dictionary D = {press,

comp, pres, sion,

asu, com, eas, ure,

io, me, on, ra,

a, c, e, i, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, <blank>}

Greedy: comp/r/e/s/sion/ /ra/t/io/s/ /me/a/s/ure/ /comp/r/e/s/sion

LFF: com/press/i/on/ /ra/t/io/s/ /m/eas/ure/ /com/press/i/on

Optimal: com/pres/sion/ /ra/t/io/s/ /m/eas/ure/ /com/pres/sion

Figure 15

An example of the greedy, LFF and optimal parsings

large prefixes of the input. The PRAM model lifts the sequential performance

limitations of optimal ?ind LFF parsing by making the entire input string available

for computation in a single step.

We describe parallel algorithms for static dictionary compression subsequent

to the selection of strings represented in the dictionary (see [CL82] and [SH73] for

discussions of the dictionary creation problem). We assume that the dictionary

contains d entries, each of length less than or equsd to some maximum length

M. We also cissume that the input string is processed in blocks of n characters.

To guarantee a feasible compressed representation, the dictionary is required to

include all members of the input character set.

Section 1 reviews previous parallel work ingreedy and optimzd parsing for dic

tionary compression. Section 2 presents an 0{M -f log Af logn) time and 0{nM^)
processor algorithm for optimal parsing with respect to a static dictionary satisfy

ing the assumptions stated above. An 0(Af log n) time and 0{n/ log n) processor

algorithm for LFF parsing with respect to a static dictionary is given in Section 3.

When M= O(logn) this algorithm runs in O(log^ n) time and is in AfC. Greedy



parsing is described in Section 4, for both static and sliding-window dictionary-

compression. A discussion of other aspects of parallel compression, including ob

taining the compressed output from the parsing and decompression, is the focus of

Section 5.

1. Previous Work

Table 6 summarizes previously known results and those presented in this

chapter. Some algorithms assume that the dictionary satisfies the prefix property

(notated "Pref" in Table 6), i.e., all prefixes of each dictionary entry are present

in the dictionary. Many of the results assume that the dictionary is represented

as a suffix tree. (These results are notated by in Table 6.) A suffix tree for a

dictionary D is a trie composed of all the strings in D. Every string in D corresponds

to a path in the suffix tree in a natural way. Associated with eax:h node in the

tree is the substring (not necessarily in D) consisting of the concatenation of the

substrings of the edges along the path from the root to the node. For our purposes,

we require that a node corresponding to a string in D stores a pointer into a table

of references. This information can be easily added in the suffix tree construction

stage which builds the suffix tree representing the static dictionary in 0(log(dM))

time using 0{dM) processors on the Arbitrary CRCW [AILSV88].

Under various restrictions, MC algorithms for static dictionary and sliding-

window compression exist. For dictionaries satisfying the prefix property, it is

possible to compute the optimal parsing on-line [HR85]. This sequential algorithm

modifies the greedy parsing strategy by considering not only the longest dictionary

phrase that matches a prefix of the unencoded input but sdso all dictionary phrases

which match the input beginning at any proper suffix of the previous match.

The match extending feirthest into the input is chosen. After finding the optimal

parsing, the input is encoded by the corresponding dictioneiry indices. The first



Notation:

d = number of strings in the dictionary
M = maximum length of any dictionary entry
n — input size
Pref = prefix property
* = requires suffix tree dictionary
exp. = expected time complexity (randomized algorithm)

Parsing Model/Assumptions Processors

STATIC DICTIONARY

Optimal Common CRCW, Pref, * 0(M -1- logn) 0(n2) [DS92]
OiM + log^ n) 0(n) [DS92]

Common CRCW, Pref O(logn) 0{n^d) [DS93]

CREW, ♦ 0(M + log^ n) 0(n3) [DS92]
0(M -1- logn) 0(n<) [DS92]
0{M + log M log n) 0{nM^) (§21

Arbitrary CRCW, Pref, * exp. O(logn) 0{dM + n) [DS93]
LFF CREW,* 0{M logn) 0(n/logn) [§3]
Greedy CREW,* 0\m -I- logn) 0(n) [§4.1]

Arbitrary CRCW, * exp. O(logn) 0(dM + n) [DS93]

UNRESTRICTED SLIDING-WINDOW

Greedy CREW,* 0(M -1- logn) 0(n) [§4-2]
0\m + logn) O(n^) [DS92]
exp. O(logn) 0(n) [N91]

CREW O(log n) 0{n^ logM/ logn) [§4.3]
Priority CRCW,* 0{M + logn) 0(n) [DS93]

FIXED-SIZE SLIDING-WINDOW

Greedy CREW 0(log n) 0{nM log M/ log n) [§4.3]

Table 6

Parallel parsing results for static and sliding-window compression

paxzdlel algorithms for optimal compression with a diction2iry, having the prefix

property and represented as a suffix tree, parallelize the sequential approach

[DS92]. In parallel, the length of all matches beginning at positions in the suffix

of the previous match are computed and stored in a matrix. Matrix entries are

then manipulated to yield longest match information. Without the suffix tree

representation, the optimal parsing can be foimd in O(logn) time using O(n^d)
processors [DS93]. A different approach using a reduction to the shortest path



problem on directed graphs, the optimal parsing with em arbitrary dictionary can

be found in 0{M + log^u) time with O(n^) processors or in 0(M + logn) time

using 0(n*} processors.

Randomization has been used to speed up the matching step involving sub

strings of the input and entries in the dictionary to yield expected logarithmic

behavior [N91, DS93]. Section 4 improves on previous PRAM algorithms for greedy

parsing by simplifying the longest match and breakpoint marking steps.

The discovery of AfC algorithms for some dynamic dictionary compression

methods is highly unlikely. Recall, LZ78, the popular adaptive approach based on

the work of Lempel and Ziv, parses the input into phrases which are compared to

a dynamic dictionary. LZ78 Eind two LZ78 variations are P-Complete [D91]. The

variants, first character and next character, implement different parsing strategies

and dictionary update procedures [W84, S88a]. The P-Completeness of these three

methods is established by a reduction from the circuit-value problem [L75, D91].

2. Optimal Parsing

In this section, we describe parsing algorithms for optimsd compression on

the PRAM [HS94, SH94]. We assume that the static dictionary is arbitrary and is

represented as a suffix tree.

The optimal parsing can be computed in 0(M + log^ n) time using O(n^)

processors or in 0{M + logn) time using O(n^) processors by transforming the

problem to one of finding a shortest path in a graph [DS92]. For input X =

" Xn, the transformation views each character as a vertex in a graph and a

directed edge from to Xj is in the graph if the string Xi"-Xj is in the dictionary.

We show how to obtain improved complexity bounds. We first consider fixed-

length dictionary references and the shortest path is in terms of the number of

edges that have to be traversed. In the case of variable-lengthreferences, edges are



assigned weights equal to the length of the corresponding dictionary reference and

the shortest path is in terms of the sum of the edge weights of the edges traversed.

The input is divided into n/M blocks, Si,Block S/ consists of M

characters, •••x \fl- The algorithm first determines the matches between

strings beginning at each input position and the dictionary. This is equivalent to

adding the directed edges to the associated graph. This can be done in 0(M)

time using 0{n) processors by assigning a processor to each position and stepping

sequentially down the suffix tree. Define C to be an n x n matrix which is updated

in a sequence of O(log(n/A/)) iterations. C is initialized using the dictionary match

information. That is, if x, •••Xj is in the dictionary, then C[i,j] = 1. Otherwise,

C[i, j] = 0. Next, the shortest path is computed for all pairs of positions belonging

to the same or adjacent blocks. For all pairs (f, j), within one block or one pair of

blocks, this can be done in O(log^ M) time using 0{M^) processors. For all n/M

groups, this computation can be done in O(log^ M) time using 0{nM^) processors.

At this point, C[i,j] is the length of the shortest path between Xj and xj for

1 < i < n and i < j < min{i + M,n}. The remainder of the algorithm consists

of an iterated step. Within each iteration, the search for paths is extended to

consider all paths between positions with up to twice the number of intermediate

blocks of the previous iteration. In the first iteration the shortest path between

vertices in blocksBi and B1+2 is computed. The maximum dictionary entry length,

M, forces the shortest path from any position in Bi to pass through a vertex in

Bi^i- Since the shortest path between every position in Bi^i and every position in

B/+2 is known, the shortest path between any Xj in Bi and xj in Bi^2 is computed

considering all positions in Bi^i as intermediate vertices and talcing the minimum

over the resulting paths. More formally.

C[i,j] = mint€5,+i{C[f,f] + C[t,j]}



In iteration k, the shortest paths between blocks Bt and 5/^2* passing through

block jB;^2*-' computed and added to matrix C. In each iteration, the minimum

computation can be completed in 0(Iogi\/) time using 0{M^) processors for eax:h

group. Totaling over all n/M groups, each iteration runs in O(log M) time using

0{nM^) processors. All O(log(n/A/)) iterations require O(logMlogn) time.

Combining this with the initialization phase, the shortest path or, equiva-

lently, the optimal parsing, can be computed in in 0{M + log M log n) time using

0(nM^) processors.

In the case of variable-length references, the edge joining x, to xj is assigned a

weight equal to the length of the dictionary reference for dictionary entry Xi--- xj.

The algorithm above can be genercdized to compute the shortest path in terms

of the sum of the weights of the edges traversed. Thus, the optimal parsing

with variable-length references can be computed in 0(M -f log M log n) time using

0{nM^) processors.

3. LFF Compression

In this section, we describe ^^C algorithms for dictionary compression based

on the LFF parsing heuristic [SH94]. We assume that the static dictionziry is stored

as a suffix tree and that dictionary references are fixed in length. Interval graphs

are introduced in Section 3.1 for use in the formulation of later algorithms.

3.1. Interval Graphs

Interval graphs are a useful discrete mathematical structure for modeling

many problems with restrictions that are lineeir in nature. Scheduling, VLSI layout

Eind biology are among the myriad of applications modeled by interval graphs.

Interval graphs consist of a set of vertices rissociated with intervals of a linearly

ordered set, such as the real line. Edges join vertices whose corresponding intervals

intersect or overlap.



I = {A[0,3], B[2,6], C[4,7], D[5,8], E[8,10], F[9.11]} G = (V, E)

first(I) = A V = {A, B, C, D, E, F}

next(A) = C, next(B) = E, next(C) = E E = {(A, B), (B, C), (B, D), (C, D), (E,F)}

0 123 456789 10 11

Figure 16

Example of corresponding interval and graph models

More formally, an interval graph G=(V,E), associated with the set of intervals

I = {I,- = [a,-,6i] \ ai < bi,l < i < n}, consists of vertex set V = {Ij} and edge set

E = {(li, Ij) 1lifl Ij ^ 0} [G80]. Interval [a, 6] is said to have left endpoint a and

right endpoint b. For the set I, define Jirst{l) as the interval whose right endpoint

is furthest to the left. Namely, Jirst{l) = li such that 6jt = minj{6i}. By finding

the minimum of the right endpoints, fir3t{T) can be found in optimal O(logn)

time using O(n/logn) processors [BB87]. For each interval I, define the next non-

overlapping interval next(I,) to be the interval ending furthest to the left among the

intervals beginning afterinterval h. That is, next{li) = 1^ if bk = minj{6j | bi < ay}.

The parallel computation of next{li), for all i, begins by sorting the 2n endpoints

into descending order. This initial step requires 0(log n) time and 0{n) processors

[BB87, J92]. The remainder of the next computation involves a prefix minimum

operation and a few comparisons. Thus, the sorting step dictates the O(logn)

time and 0(n) processor bounds for finding next(l). An interval graph G(I) and

its corresponding interval model 1(G) are pictured in Figure 16. We shall describe

some results in terms of the interval model. Our algorithms instantiate intervals

that contain their endpoints and that do not share any common endpoint.



Find Maximum Independent Set

1. Compute ^r5t(I)

2. Compute nei:<(Ii) for ail »

3. Considering neit(Ij) as a pointer, mark all nodes in the

path from firgi(I) to the root of the tree containing first(l)

4. Return set of marked nodes

Figure 17

Outline of the Maximum Size Independent Set algorithm

Many standard graph-theoretic problems known to be NP-hard for general

graphs can be solved in polynomial time on interval graphs. An independent set

in a graph consists of a set of vertices, no two of which axe adjacent. For an

interval graph, sin independent set corresponds to a collection of non-intersecting

intervals. In parallel on the EREW PRAM, the maximum size independent set (or

equivalently a largest cardinality set of non-overlapping intervals) can be computed

in O(logn) time and 0{n) processors [OSZ92]. This solution builds on optimal

computations of first and next as can be seen in the outline of the parallel maximum

independent set algorithm in Figure 17.

3.2. LFF Parsing

Figure 18 gives a high-level description of our parallel LFF parsing algorithm.

The algorithm begins by determining the lists of lengths of matches between the

dictionary and the string beginning at each position of the input. Next, the length,

M*, of the longest dictionary entry appearing in the input is calculated. The

LFF parsing is then found by repeatedly locating a maximum collection of longest

fragments and updating the match information for positions which intersect the

current collection. First, we give an 0{M log n) time and 0{n) processor algorithm.

We then improve the processor requirement to 0(n/log n).



LFF parsing

1. Compute lists of dictionary match lengths at each position of input X

2. Compute maximum match length, M'

3. For each match length / = M' downto 1 do

a. Find a maximum collection C of non-overlapping matches of length /

b. Update match length at input positions overlapping C

Figure 18

Sketch of parallel LFF parsing algorithm

A processor is assigned to each position of the input string X = zia:2 **"

at the stsirt of Step 1. Each processor computes the list m of the lengths of matches

between the dictionary £md the input beginning at its assigned position. That is,

processor Pi computes list mj by comparing successive strings beginning at zi to

the dictionary. This list is stored in an array of length M. Initially, Tni[k] is set

to zero, for ik = 1... M. For j = 1 to M, Pi determines if string Zi •••Xi+j-i is in

the dictionary by iteratively going down one level in the suffix tree. If Zi •••Zi+j_i

is in the dictionary, length j is added to list mi by setting mi[;] = 1. In addition.

Pi initializes Oi, the length of the longest match permitted at position i, by setting

oi to the length of the longest match occurring at position i. Since the maximum

length of ajiy dictionziry entry is 0{M), Step 1 runs in 0{M) time using 0{n)

processors.

M* is the maximum of the Oi values. Thus, Step 2 is completed by a standard

maximum computation in O(logn) time and 0(n/log n) processors [J92].

Observe that by treating matches as intervals, the computation in Step 3a

is equivalent to determining a maximum independent set in an interval graph. At

the start of eaeh iteration, the maximum collection of non-overlapping matches

C is initialized. On a particular iteration of the loop, if list mj contains I then

Pi participates in the maximum independent set computation. List mi contains

I ii I < Ui and mi[/] = 1. Using the algorithms described in Section 3.1, Step 3a



computes C in O(logn) time using 0{n) processors. In Step 3b, match information

is updated in O(logn) time as follows. Each processor Pj whose length I match

is in C signals the trailing positions j + 1,... ,j + I —1 covered by its match to

become inactive zmd also signals the I —1 preceding positions, j —I 1... j —1,

to update their match list m as described below. This signaling can be done in

O(log M) time using pointer doubling [J92]. Inactive processors do not participate

in the reminder of the LFF computation. If is signaled by P^ to update its list

mjt then Pjt sets = j —fc, essentially eliminating all lengths exceeding j —k from

ruff. Step 3b requires 0(logA/) time and uses 0(n) processors. To complete its

0{M) iterations, Step 3 requires a total of 0(M logn) time and 0(n) processors.

Combining the performance of the separate steps, this first LFF algorithm

runs in 0(M(log M + log n)) time using 0(n) processors and 0{nM) space. Since

processors access the dictionary simultaneously, the algorithm uses the CREW

PRAM model.

To illustrate our algorithm, consider the dictionary and input string in

Figure 15. For dictionary D, initially, mi = {5, 4, 1} for i = 4, 31, = {4,

3, 1} for i =1, 28, m,- = {4, 1} for i = 8, 35, mj ={3, 1} for i =21, 22, 24, mj =

{2, 1} for i =9, 10, 13, 16, 20, 36, 37 and mi ={1} for all other values of i. The

longest match length M* = 5 and for each i, Oj is initialized to the largest value

in list m,. In the first pass of Step 3, / = 5 and matches at positions 4 and 31

are included in the LFF parsing. Processors 5, 6, 7, 8, 32, 33, 34, and 35 become

inactive and processors 1 and 28 update their match lists (i.e., mi = {3, 1}, ai =3,

17128 = {3, 1} and 033 = 3). In the next pass, I = 4 and processing skips to / = 3

since there ase no active processors with matches of length 4. For / = 3, positions

21, 22, and 24 are candidates for C. The maximum independent set C consists of

matches at 21 and 24 (see Figure 19 where the solid intervals form the maximum

size independent set). Positions 22, 23, 25, and 26 become inactive and processor



me as u r e

position 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Figure 19

Example of LFF algorithm using dictionary and input of Figure 15

20 recomputes m2o = {!}• This process continues for I = 2 and / = 1 to yield the

LFF parsing in Figure 15.

To improve on this approach, consider the processor requirements of the

maximum independent set computation in Step 3a (refer to Figures 17 and 18).

As mentioned earlier, the parallel mEiximum independent set algorithm derives

ntxtili) for all intervals Ij, 1 < i < n, by initially sorting the interval endpoints.

In order to achieve a logarithmic time bound, a linear number of processors are

required for the sorting step. However, in our application, this sorting step is

not necessary since the intervals are provided in sorted order and so the processor

bound for the next computation can be reduced to C)(n/logn). The final marking

step in the maximum independent set algorithm (Step 3 in Figure 17) can be done

in logarithmic time using 0(n/log n) processors [AM91]. Thus, the maximum

independent set calculation in the LFF algorithm can be performed in O(log n)

time with 0(n/ log n) processors.

To complete the updates in Step 3b, divide the input into 0(n/logn) groups

and assign a processor to each group. The idea is to have each processor deactivate

and update the lists of the positions in its block that Eu:e affected by the match

intervals selected in Step 3a. Positions can be affected by a match in C in two

ways. If position j is in C (i.e., string xj ••• is a match in the maximum

independent set), then positions j +1,...,_)+/—1 must be deactivated and positions
j - l+ J -1 must change their match list information. So, in O(logn) time

each processor determines the locations of matches within its assigned block. Step



3b continues with each processor notifying positions eifFected by matches within its

block.

When I < logn, any match can affect positions in at most 3 blocks since

a match can straddle at most two blocks zmd a third block of lowered number

positions may need to update list information. In parallel, each processor sweeps

through positions affected by matches occurring within its block in O(log n) time.

Processor Pj begins at position {i —l)logn + 1 and moves toward higher indexed

positions. Upon encountering position f in C, Pi deactivates the next /—1 positions,

j + 1,... jj + I —1. When Pi reaches the end of its block at Xiiogfn it terminates

the sweep if it has not detected a match in positions tlogn —/, ...,flogn. If a

match was detected in positions i log n —I,..., i log n then Pi continues into the

neighboring block until it completes the deactivation of affected positions. Upon

completing this lower to higher indices sweep of the input. Pi sweeps from position

I logn to lower indexed positions updating the Ijirgest allowable match lengths

(a). If Pi detects a match at position j, then Pi sets aj-i = 1, aj_2 = 2, ...,

dj-l+i =1 —1 and continues the sweep at position j —/.

When I > logn, each block can contain the beginning position of at most

one match interval and a match interval can span several input blocks. Suppose

position j in block z is in C. Using pointer doubling, processor Pi notifies the

blocks affected by the match interval xj -•• in O(log M) time. Now, in

O(logn) time, each affected processor deactivates positions and updates lists as

detailed above.

Finally, consider the processor requirements of Step 1 (Step 2 is already

computed optimally with O(n/logn) processors). Using a grouping approach

similar to that described for Step 3b, the input is divided into blocks of O(log n)

positions and a processor is assigned to each block. In parallel, each processor



computes the match lists of its assigned positions. This gives an 0(A/logn) time

and 0(n/log n) processor version of Step 1.

Combining these improvements, the LFF parsing is computed in 0(iV/log n)

time using 0(n/log n) processors. When M is O(logn), the LFF parsing is

computed in C)(log^ n) time using 0(n/log n) processors. In practice, this is a

reasonable assumption since matches in text rarely exceed several characters. For

example, when compressing English text, the average match length is roughly 5

characters. Thus, using a dictionary of 64K entries and a maximum entry length of

16 characters does not significantly impact compression. This approach is simple

and practical since it has reasonable constant factors. Namely, the optimal parallel

list ranking used in several steps of the algorithm cam be done using the silgorithm

of Anderson and Miller which elicits a reasonable constsmt [AM91].

4. Greedy Parsing

Greedy parsing sequentieilly scans the input, locating and removing the

longest dictionary entry occurring 8is a prefix of the uncoded portion of the in

put. In this section, we consider both static eind sliding-window dictionaries. We

describe an algorithm for determining the greedy parsing given a static dictionary

in 0{M + logn) time using 0(n) processors [SH94]. Later in this section we de

scribe two algorithms for sliding-window compression [HS94]. Using an approach

similar to the one taken for the static dictioneiry model, the first approach yields

an 0{M-f-logn) time and 0(n) processor algorithm on the CREW. The second al

gorithm runs in 0(logn) time using 0{nM log Af/ log n) processors on the CREW.

4.1. Static Dictionary

We must determine the longest match between the input beginning at each

position and the dictionary. We assume that thedictionary is in theform ofa suffix

tree. Using 0{M) time, a processor assigned to each input position can detenmne



the longest match information by stepping down the suffix tree, beginning at the

root.

By assigning a processor to each input position, the breaJcpoint positions in

the peirsing axe marked as follows. Position 1 is automatically a breakpoint and, by

viewing the match lengths as pointers (i.e., if the match length at position t is j,

processor P, is pointing at position i+j), the standard pointer doubling technique

is used to mark all breakpoints on the path from position 1 to position n in

logarithmic time [J92]. Crochmere and Rytter give a more complicated procedure

for marking brealcpoints which runs in logeirithmic time using n processors on the

CRCW PRAM [CR91]. Thus, the greedy parsingcan be computedin 0{M + logn)

time using 0(n) processors.

4.2. Sliding-Window Dictionary With Unrestricted Window

In sliding-window compression, the dictionary is implicitly represented for

each input position by the characters preceding the position. Many variations of

sliding-window compression are possible by imposing restrictions on the size of the

window and the set of allowable dictionary strings. When the size of the window is

unrestricted, better compression is possible but often at the expense of increased

complexity. We describe an algorithm for sliding-window compression with an

unrestricted window. This algorithm uses a suffix tree representation of the input

string to carry out compression. In Section 4.3, we describe an algorithm that

obtmns largest match information b?ised on a fixed-sized window consisting of the

previous M chzireurters.

Our algorithm for sliding-window compression with an unrestricted window

uses an approach similar to the one described above for static dictionary com

pression. Here, a suffix tree representation of the input string is used to compute

the longest match information. The suffix tree is augmented to store the index at



each node of the earliest occurrence of the node's corresponding substring'*. It is

not necessciry to store the indices of each occurrence of the node's corresponding

substring since the earliest occurrence is included in the window of each input string

occurring after it. As the longest match computation for a particular input position

proceeds, only nodes storing indices less than the input position are considered.

Using the augmented suffix tree, the longest match between an input position and

the strings in its window czin be computed in 0(M) time. Thus, cill positions c£in

determine their longest match in 0{M) time using 0{n) processors.

At this point, the greedy peirsing is obtained by marking the input positions

in the path from position 1 to n (as described earlier). This marking requires

0(log n) time. So, the greedyparsing is computed in 0(M +log n) time using 0(n)

processors. Using the method shown in Section 4.3, the greedy parsing for an imre-

strictedsliding window can be computed in time O(log n) using 0(n^ log Mj log n)

processors.

4.3. Siiding-Window Dictionary With Fixed-Sized Window

For input string X = xi •••i„ and a fixed-sized window of size M, the

dictionary at character x,- consists of the previous M characters, Xi_Af •••x,_i.

Our algorithm for greedy parsing using a fixed-sized sliding-window proceeds in 3

phases. In Phase 1, the length of the longest match between the string beginning

at Xi smd the strings beginning at each position in xi's window is computed for all

i, 1 < i < n. Observe that the matches for x, are required to begin in x '̂s window

but may overlap a prefix of the string beginning at x^. Define L to be an n x M

table which is updated in a series of log M rounds to compute the longest match

information. At the end of round k, I < k < logAf, Lk[i,j] stores the length of the

longest match between the prefixes of strings Xj •••ari+2'>-i and xi-j •••Xj_j^2*_i.

^ Naor describes a similar augmentation in [N91].



Initicdly, k = 0 and each input chciracter is compared to each chciracter in its

window. In constant time, processors P, j,..., compare x, to each character in

x/s window. If Xj = Xi-j then Pij sets Lo[i,j] = 1. Otherwise, P,,j sets LQ[i,j] = 0.

Using nM processors, table L is initialized for all pairs (i,i) in 0(1) time. In round

k, I < k < logM, matches of length up to 2^ are built from matches of lengths up

to 2*"^. For X,, if Lic-i[i,j] = 2*"^ then the match between x^ •••x^^2*-'-i

Xi-j •••x,_j^2*-i_i is concatenated with the match between the string beginning

at x,^2*-> string in Xj's window beginning at Xj_j^2*-'- Observe that

is the jth cheiracter in x,^2*-i's window. Otherwise, if < 2*"^

then the maximum match between the string beginning at x, and the string in

x, 's window beginning at Xi-j cannot be extended. Thus, the following recurrence

represents the computation in round k:

Lk[iJ] =
f ^ifc-i[u;] + Lk-i

I Lk-i[iJ],

-i[» + 2* \j], if Lk-i[i,j] = 2'' ^

if Lk-i[i,j] < 2*"^

and each round can be completed in constant time by assigning a processor to each

(i,j) peiir. So, Phase 1 requires O(logM) time and nM processors.

In Phase 2, the longest match of the string starting at x, among all strings

beginning in its sliding-window can be computed in O(log M) time using 0{M)

processors by a standard maximum computation of the values in the ith row of

table L. Using 0{nM) processors, the longest match information can be computed

for all positions xi, ..., x^.

In the final phase, steindard pointer doubling techniques (as mentioned above)

axe used to determine the parsing containing the set of longest matches that begins

at location 1. Phase 3 can be completed in O(logn) time using 0{n) processors.

Thus, using the sliding-window, we can find the greedy parsing in time

O(logn) using 0{nM) processors. When M = O(logn), this solution tahes

O(logn) time and 0(n logn) processors.



It is possible to reduce the number of processors by spending additioned time

in Phases 1 and 2. By Brent's Theorem^ increasing the time in Phases 1 and 2 to

O(logn) reduces the processor requirements to 0(niV/log A//log n).

Using this method, the greedy parsing for an unrestricted sliding window can

be computed in time O(logn) using 0(n^ log Af/log n) processors by noting the

following. Phase 1 can be performed in log A/ time using processors or, by

Brent's Theorem, in the claimed time-processor bounds. Phase 2 requires a prefix

maximum computation (as opposed to a majcimum over a fixed-size window) which

can be done in time O(logn) using 0(n) processors.

5. Other Considerations

In this section, we describe how to produce the compressed output from the

parsing and decompression.

We have addressed the parsing problem in dictionaxy compression. After the

input string has been parsed, the compressed output consists of the concatenation

of the dictionaxy references corresponding to the substrings in the parsing. A

processor, assigned to the start position of each substring in the parsing (i.e., each

breaJcpoint), can determine where in the output stream to write its corresponding

dictionary reference by performing a prefix sum computation. This can be done

optimally in parallel in time O(logn) using 0(n/log n) processors [GR88].

Decompression replaces each dictionary reference in the compressed string

by its corresponding dictionary entry. If dictionary references are all of fixed-

length, the parsing of the compressed stream into individual dictionary references

is straightforward (the tth reference starts after stream byte c(i - 1), where each

reference is c bytes in length). If P, is assigned to the ith reference, it candetermine

® Brent's Theorem: Let A be a given algorithm with a parallel computation time i. Suppose that
A involves a total number of m computationjil operations. Then A can be implemented using p
processors in 0{m/p + t) parallel time [GR88].



in time 0{M) the length of its represented string ?ind, using a prefix sum compu

tation, the location for each represented string in the original input stream can be

computed in O(logn) time. In 0{M) time, each processor writes its represented

string to the recovered original stream. For variable-length dictionary references,

assigning processors to dictionary references in the output stream, requires addi

tional work. Let r be the maximum length of any dictionary reference. Assign

a processor to each output byte and in 0{r) time each processor can determine

its complete dictionmy reference in a way similar to recognition of references in

sequential decompression. By treating the reference length information as point

ers, the parsing of the output stream into dictionary references can be done using

pointer doubling in O(logn) time ?ind 0{n) processors. Now, the decompression

problem is the same as for fixed-length references and the method above combined

with the preprocessing yields the recovered original stream in 0{r + M + logn)

time using 0(n) processors.

It may be possible to improve the running time of the matching phase of

our algorithms using a more sophisticated parallel matching eilgorithm. To find

the longest pattern that matches as each location of the input, we sequentially

trace down the the dictionary suffix tree. Parallelism is introduced only to find

the pattern for each location simultaneously. For this reason, our algorithms are

in AfC when pattern matches £u:e polylogarithmic in the input size. This is a fairly

reEisonable assumption in practice as pointed out in the previous section. The task

of finding the longest match of a static set of patterns in an input text in parallel

is one which has been studied independently. For example, AfC algorithms for

this problem for arbitrary match lengths are described in [MP93]. However, these

polylogarithmic matching algorithms use complicated techniques reaching far into

the theoretical realm and often requiring tremendous amounts of storage. We have



not addressed these improvements since their complexity drives them too far from

the practical motivations of the data compression problem.



CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Research

We have developed systems for parallel and high-speed compression. List

compression on the systolic array and Xnet architectures coupled with high-speed

fixed-to-variable coding schemes yield systems which perform compression rapidly

and at speeds that far exceed sequential compression methods. Finessing the time

requirements for input and output, our PRAM algorithms consider the constraints

of obtaining the parsing quickly and efficiently using multiple processors. In the

remainder of this section, we highlight a number of important problems that remain

unanswered in the area of pzurallel text compression.

Empirical evaluation is a fundamental component of parsillel compression re

search just eis it is for sequential compression. Unfortunately, existing evaluations

are not based on uniform criteria. Fabricating chips, implementing algorithms

on existing parallel machines, and building special purpose hardware are, how

ever, formidable and often prohibitive tasks. Aside from actual implementation,

simulations provide meeiningful evaluation. Also, deteiiled designs of processor com

ponents and timing reqmrements are informative. To facilitate comparative studies

of speed, compression, and other application objectives, a common corpus of test

files must be established. Augmenting the Calgairy/Canterbury compression corpus

[BCW90] with a collection of multi-megabyte files is a reasonable starting point

for standardizing the evaluation of practical peiraillel algorithms cind architectures.

Statistical compression involves the tasks of modeling and coding. Parallel

statistical modeling has not been investigated. Context modeling, for example,

uses the preceding few characters of the input to predict and therefore estimate

the probability of the next input character [BCW90]. For instance, in isolation.



the probability of the letter "u" occurring is relatively small. However, if the

preceding character is a "q" the probability of the next letter being a "u" is quite

high. Perhaps parallelism can improve the models by considering several contexts

simultaneously or by cascading different context models to more accurately predict

the current context.

For statistical coding, Teng suggests further investigation of randomized and

probabilistic algorithms for minimum-redimdancy prefix coding [T87]. Also, op

timal solutions for the general and alphabetic versions of the Huffman coding

problem are not known and warrant further research. Another unanswered question

is whether there exists a poly-logarithmic time, sub-quadratic processor algorithm

for the Huffman tree problem (constructing a Huffman tree, given the probabilities

of its constituent leaves).

Most of the work in statistical coding is under the PRAM model of parallel

computation and focuses on the parallel construction of codes. More practical

approaches are of interest. For example, can a minimum-redimdancy prefix code

be constructed efficiently using a systolic architecture? Also, there ?ire no known

parallel methods for adaptivestatistical coding methods, suchas dynamic Huffman

coding and arithmetic coding [K82, V87, RL79, L84, WNC87]. The findings in

Chapter 4 improve high-speed fixed-to-variable coding, but do not utilize multiple

processors. Also, Section 3 of Chapter 4 describes fixed-to-vjiriable codes with

restricted jdlowable codelengths that partition the codespace to closely reflect the

chareicteristics of the input. Further study of this topic and possible high-speed

implementations is warranted.

The static aind adaptive models for dictionary compression use primarily

the systolic array as the model of computation. Dictionziry compression systems

need to be developed for alternative peirallel models, such as the hypercube. In

the theoreticeJ setting, sublinear time parallel algorithms are possible on models



allowing more than one character to be read and written per unit time. Since

dyneimic dictionary compression is P-Complete, it is highly unlikely that parallel

methods belonging to the class ,\fC exist. Instead, it may be possible to find MC

solutions for methods which approximate dynamic dictionary compression. Also,

the PRAM algorithms for static and sliding-window dictionary compression are

not optimal.

The discussion in Section 3 of Chapter 2 illustrates the impact of pipelined

and competitive parallel systems on compression. A different approach to utilizing

a number of different compression algorithms involves switching from one method

to another when system performance begins to deteriorate. For example, move-

to-front list compression performs well on smjill files and transpose compression is

superior for large files [SH92a, SH92b, TW89]. This suggests the examination of a

hybrid scheme combining move-to-front and transpose. Reseaxch into the dynamic

evaluation of data and the use of the evaluation to determine the compression

method that gives the best system performance may provide a valuable system

that is capable of achieving enhanced compression.
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